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Groundsin the Proceedings

¢ IPR2022-00031 (10,621,228)

¢ Claims 1 to 19 over ASUM and Belitz

IPR2022-00031 (9,552,376)

¢ Claims 1 to 12 over ASUM, Belitz and Rasmussen

IPR2022-00032 (10,423,658)

¢ G1: Claims 1-2, 5-15 over A3UM and Belitz

¢ G2: Claims 3-4 over A3UM, Belitz and Rasmussen

PGR2022-00006 (11,017,020)

¢ G1: Claims 1 to 59 obvious over AS3UM

¢ G2: Claims 6-7, 38-39 lack written description

¢ Excerpts are from IPR2022-00031 unless noted
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Prior Art Used in the Grounds

¢ EX1005 — Aperture 3 User Manual (A3UM)

¢ EX1006 — Belitz, US2010/0058212A1

¢ EX1025 — Rasmussen, US 7,620,496
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EX1020 — Mr. Birdsell

12. As I explain below, starting in February of 2010 and continuingto atleast
June of 2010, Apple disseminated the Aperture 3 User Manual HTMLfile set
to membersof the public in the following ways.

a. The Aperture 3 User Manual HTMLfile set could be retrieved from
the Aperture 3 installation DVD and viewed with a web browser
(9912-14, 16).

After Aperture 3 was installed on a user’s computer, the user could
display and view a locally-stored copy of the Aperture 3 User Manual
HTMLfile set using the built-in Apple Help Vieweror using a web
browser (9912-15).

Any interested memberof the public could locate and view the
contents of the Aperture 3 User Manual HTMLfile set by retrieving it
from Apple’s publicly accessible documentationsite:
http://documentation.apple.com/en/aperture/usermanual/ (¥]17—20).
E.g., EX1021, 6.
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EX1003 — Dr. Terveen

103. I have also reviewed a declaration from Matthew Birdsell (EX1020),
whoI understand has personal knowledge ofA3UM’s early 2010 publication
and dissemination. Mr. Birdsell’s description of the production and distribution
of the Aperture 3 User Manual in its HTML format is consistent with the
evidence I have reviewed and what I have found in my investigations. For
example, Mr. Birdsell explained that the same HTMLfile set that makes up
A3UM (EX1005) is accessible from the Aperture 3.0 installation DVD and
from a computer onto which Aperture 3.0 has been installed. That is whatI
also have found in myinvestigations. Also, Mr. Birdsell’s explanation that the
Aperture 3.0 product wasdistributed starting in February of 2010 via the
Aperture 3 software product and on Apple’s website is consistent with
materials I have reviewed, including the archived web pagesandother
evidence I discuss above.

 
EX1003, 41103; Reply, 1, 16
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EX1005 — A3UM; EX1003 — Dr. Terveen
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Aperture 3 User Manual: Welcometo Aperture 9/28/21 11:58 AM

Welcometo Aperture
Aperture is a powerful and easy-to-use digital image management system that can track thousands of
digital images and provides the avid photographer with high-quality image managementand adjustment
tools.

With Aperture, you can efficiently import digital images, perform a photo edit, adjust and retouch
images, publish images for the web orprint, export libraries for use on other Aperture systems, merge
libraries, and back up your entire image library for safekeeping. Aperture lets you work with high-quality
JPEG, TIFF, and RAW image files—and even HD video files—directly from your camera or card reader and
maintain that high quality throughout your workflow.

Copyright © 2009AppleInc. All rights reserved

file:///Applications/Aperture.app/Contents/Resources/English.|proj/aperture_help/en/aperture/usermanual/index.html
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EX1005, 1; Petition, 25; Reply, 14-15;
Pet. Opp. Mot. to Exclude, 8-10

@ Aperture 3User Manual

Welcometo Aperture Welcometo Aperture
Aperture is a powerful and easy-to-use digital image management system that can track thousands ofdigital
images and provides the avid photographer with high-quality image managementand adjustmenttools.

An Overview of Aperture
The ApertureInterface

With Aperture, you can efficiently import digital images, perform a photo edit, adjust and retouch images, publish
images for the web orprint, exportlibraries for use on other Aperture systems, merge libraries, and back up your
entire imagelibrary for safekeeping. Aperture lets you work with high-quality JPEG, TIFF, and RAW imagefiles—
and even HD videofiles—directly from your camera or card reader and maintain that high quality throughout yourworkflow.

Working with the Aperture Library
Importing Images
Working with Images in the Browser
Displaying Imagesin the Viewer
Viewing Imagesin Full Screen View
Stacking Images and Making Picks
Rating Images
Applying Keywords to Images
Working with Metadata
Organizing Imageswith Faces
Locating and Organizing Images withPlaces
Searchingfor and Displaying Images
Grouping Images with Smart Albums
‘An Overview of Image Adjustments
Making Image Adjustments
Making Brushed Adjustments
Printing Your Images
Exporting Your Images
Creating Slideshow Presentations
Using theLight Table
Creating Books
Creating Webpages
Sharing Your Images Online y

EX1003, 94; Petition, 15-16; Reply, 1-2,
8, 13-14; Pet. Opp. Mot. to Exclude,2
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Q· · Do you know which folder or subfolder contained the Aperture 3 user manual file set? 
A· · It would have been in an English LPROJ folder.  So it would be like resources 

English LPROJ.· And then there would have been a user manual folder which contained the 
indexed HTML file, which is the homepage for the entire user manual.

Q· · When you prepared your declaration, did you go through each of the steps to locate 
where the user manual was on the DVD?

A· · I did.
Q· · And did you consult anyone while you did that? 
A· · I did not.



EX1003 — Dr. Terveen

74. The following pictures are of the top and side ofthe retail box ofAperture 3 thatI
received from Apple, as well as of the installation DVD contained within the retail box.I
examined the box andthe installation DVD and each appeared to be a genuine Apple software
product. Additionally, as I discuss below, the software that the installation DVD installed
identified itself as Aperture 3, consistent with the retail box and installation DVD. Basedonall
of the physical evidence I have reviewed and discuss in this report, the copy ofAperture 3
provided to me by Apple appears to be a genuine copy ofAperture3.
 

EX1003, 774; Petition, 15; Reply, 1;
Pet. Opp. Mot. to Exclude, 1-2, 6

«4

Aperture 3 
MBS60Z/A

APERTURE RETAIL, NFRV3.0 |
28600 3 www.apple.com

    
85909

   DesignedbyA in California1 Infinite Loop cupeertino CA 95014 USAPRODUCT OF USA
WVL 012510 4110047169-600
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EX1051; Petitioner’s Reply
Printed documentation in the Aperture

Finding Your Way Around Aperture 1 3 retail box explains the Aperture 3
Welcometo Aperture.If you're new to the Aperture digital
image workflow, this guide is for you. Here you'll open
a sample library and learn by doing. 

This book assumesthat you've installed Aperture on your computerand that you have Reply, 3; Petition, 15
the Aperture installation disc in your computer's DVD drive.

user manual is on the computer after
installation. EX1003, 998; EX1051, 7,
135, 159.
 

* Ifyou haven't installed Aperture yet: See the Installing Your Software booklet.

* Ifyou haven't inserted the Aperture installation disc in your DVD drive: Locate the

 
 
  
 
 

  
 
 

Aperture installation disc in your Aperture box and insert it in your DVD drive now.

* Ifyou preferto start by reading in-depth explanations ofconcepts and procedures used Getting Answers
with Aperture: Open Aperture, then choose Help > Aperture Help. Then click the link
to the user manual.

EX1051, 7; Petition, 15; Reply, 2-3 Nowthat you've been introducedto thebasics of Aperture,

Aperture 3 
Petitioner AppleInc.- Ex. 1051, p. Cover
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you probably have further questions about how to use
Aperture in your work.

Use Aperture Help to find the answers you need.

 Try This
Openthe Aperture User Manual

= In Aperture, choose Help > Aperture Help, then click the link to the user manual.

Browsetopics that interest you.

 
  

  
  

Searchfor a specific topic that interests you

= With the user manual open, enter the topic of your choice in the searchfield at the top

of the Help Viewer window.Select topics from the search resultslist that you want to
know more about.

EX1051, 159; Reply, 2-3; Petition, 15
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EX1003 — Dr. Terveen

79. I also inspected the ordinarily hidden packagefiles (*.pkg) on the Aperture 3
installation DVD.I did that by navigating to the Packages folder (below), and then I
displayed the contents of the Aperture.pkg file using the “Show Package Contents” 
  

 

|‘@ Aperture.pkge se 1 -
7 $3 a| ©||%-} Q

v bagi VICES Name ‘* Date Modifed — 4: “Size Kind ="
Macintosh HO Jan 21, 2010 8:57 PM -- Folder EEO Gm Contents jan 21, 2010 7.59 PM -- ‘Folder

C4 wisk @ Averture.pkg Jan 21, 2010 7:58 PM 491.8MB Install. .ckage iwc Archive.bom Jan 21, 2010 7:58 PM 3.2MB Document
hau 2 @ AvertureSampieLibrary.pkg Jan 20, 2010 9:50 PM 90KB Install. ckage str hichivapeca ‘an 21, 2010 7-56 00 468.408 otio c.sch

@ iLifeMediaBrowser_v2.pkg Jan 19, 2010 3:03 PM 4.1MB8 Install p Aperture a ne viii Jan 21, 2010 7:59 PM gag gas;
‘ a @ iLifeSlidesnow.pkg Jan 19, 2010 3:03 PM 69.3MB—Install ‘ . ee fen 01. SIR GSM merae © LeopardRestart pkg Jan 20, 2010 9:50 PM 184 KB ge v .

\ 1 Desktop version. plist nN 12, 2010 3:34 AM 4s Document
& admin @ PiuginManagerAperture.pkg Oct 16, 2009 10:31 AM 299 KB i 1 admin aes a ”
(A Applications @ ProRuntime.pkg May 28, 2009 2:13 PM 20.4MB install A hooticatio

") Oocuments @ RAWCameraUpdate3 pkg Jan 19, 2010 3:03 PM 7.7MB t i STN
, us

RCH F @ XSKey.pkg Jan 21, 2010 8:57 PM 537K8 Install
Today a ;
Yesterday Today
PastWeekiWesten ‘Cay

All Image! Past Week
All Movie: \aw All Images
ae. All Document: ie All Movies

| ia All Docur

Aperture»|) Packages | Aperture»|) Packages»@ Aperture pix9
x 10 tems, 83.9 MB available the 6 items, 83.9 MB available$   

EX1003, 79; Petition, 16; Reply, 1-2, 12; Pet. Opp. Mot. to Exclude, 1-2
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EX1003 — Dr. Terveen

  
ane 2) Desktop

80. The Aperture.pkg re sEi=je) [ojie-
° DEVICES Name Date Modities Sere Kind .

package contains compressed 3 macintosh HO Screen shot 2021-09-30 at 11.04.07 AM Sep 30, 2023 11.04 AM 193KB —Portab...imageEd Wisk Screen snot 2021-09-30 at 11.04.49 AM Sep 30, 2021 11:04 AM 197 KB Portab...image
. Aperture Screen shot 2021-09-30 at 11.21.09 AM Sep 30, 2021 11 L1 AM 188 KB Portab...image

files including one named PLACES = Screen shot 2021-09-30 at 11.12.15 AM Sep 30, 2021 11:12 Aw 655 KB Portab...image
Gc . 99 . . pss Screen shot 2021-09-30 at 11.13.25 AM Sep 30, 2023 11 13 AM 8K8 Portab..bmage
Archive.pax.gz. I copied this — m® Screen shot 2021-09-30 at 11.15.05 AM Sep 30, 2021 11.15 AM 180 KB—-Portab...image

AV Acelications Screen shot 2021-09-30 at 12.13.41 PM Sep 30, 2021 12:13 PM 98 KB Portab...bmage# Screen shot 2021-09-30 at 12.14.24 PM Sep 30, 2021 12:14 PM 135 KB Portab...image
Screen shot 2021-10-19 at 9.10.59 AM Oxt 19, 2021 9:11 AM 74 KB Portab... imagefile to the desktop of the local | Docent

. SEARCH FOR Screen shot 2021-10-19 at 9.20.54 AM Oct 19, 2021 9:21 AM 254 KB Portab...image

h d d f th M d Today Screen shot 2021-10-19 at 9.22.25 AM Oct 19, 2021 9:22 AM 82 KB Portab...imagear Five O eC ac an Yesterday Screen shot 2021-10-19 at 9.46.30 AM Oct 19, 2021 9:46 AM 135 kB Portab...image
° ° ° Past Week & Screen shot 2021-10-23 at 8.39.32 AM Today, 8.39 AM 90 KB Portab...image

uaa) All Images Screen shot 2021-10-23 at 8.40.08 AM Today, 6:40 AM 127 K8 Portab...imagedecompressedit, which yielded
LA) All Mowies Screen shat 2021-10-23 at 8.40.28 AM Today, 8:40 AM 143 KB Portab.image

oA hi 99 fi ld th Ali Dec Screen shot 2021-10-23 at 8.40.53 AM Today, 8:41 AM 176KB —-Portab...imagean rc Ive O er on e we eee Screen shot 2021-10-23 at 8.41.25 AM Today, 8:41 AM 106 KB Portab.bmage
. . Screen shot 2021-10-23 at 8.42.00 AM Today, 8 42 AM 20 KB Portab... image

desktop containing three Screen shot 2021-10-23 at 8.47.55 AM Today, 8:47 AM 16 KB Portab.. image* @ Archive Today, 8:49 AM -- Folder
> System Jan 14, 2010 3:33 AM Folder

subfolders (System, v a Applications Jan 21, 2010 6:17 PM -- Folder
. . .faahhd Jan 21, 2010 6:26 PM 717.8 MB taeLal

A l t L b b l > ©) Ubrary Today, 8:48 AM -- Folderpp 1Ca 10NS, 1 rary ) ( ec Ow). Today, 8:50 AM 8KB=Document
° ° Screen snot 2021-10-23 at 8.49.22 AM Today, 8:49 AM 332 KB Portab...image

The Applications folder Today, 8 50 AM 16K8—Oocamen
Macintosh HD»(p) Users©4 admin»(fy Desktop»(5) Archive»(5) Applications»@ Apenure

1 of 47 selected, 484.76 G8 available —

 
contained the Aperture.appfile.

EX1003, 480; Petition, 16; Reply, 1-2, 12,15; Pet. Opp. Mot. to Exclude, 1-2
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EX1003 — Dr. Terveen

81. I inspected the contents of the Aperture.app file using the Show Package
Contents command. The Aperture.app file is actually an application bundle that
contains, amongotherthings, resources used by the Aperture 3 application. As

@ © © —jusermanualInfo

= usermanual 44.1 MB
LJ Modified: Dec 17, 2009 4:41 PM

Bdeleitmililople

  
  

 
 

  

  
  
  
  
  

  
   
  
 

shownbythe following windows,there is a folder called “usermanual”at the path
‘/Archive/Applications/Aperture.app/Contents/Resources/English.lproj/aperture_
help/en/aperture/”’.

v General:

Kind: Folder
Size: 44.1 MB on disk (40,969,496

bytes) for 1,632 items
Where: /Users/admin/Desktop/

Archive /Applications/
Aperture.app/Contents/
Resources/English.|proj/
aperture_help/en/aperture

 
1 of 2,239 selected, 484.76 GB available

 
 

 

 

Name &| Date Modified Size Kind Created: Thursday, December 17, 2009

+: double_backward.tiff Jan 21, 2010 6:18 PM 4KB ‘TIFF image Modified: erode December 17, 2009
** double_forward.tiff Jan 21, 2010 6:18 PM 4KB TIFF image 4:41 PM

¥ @ English. |proj Today, 8:47 AM -- Folder label:/x] BGS ww
» (| AdjustmentPresets.nib Jan 21, 2010 6:18 PM -- Folder

¥ ( aperture_help Dec 17, 2009 4:41 PM -- Folder ™) Shared folder

aperture_help.helpindex Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM 877 KB Document = Locked
Y Gen Dec 17, 2009 4:39 PM = Folder

Y Gy aperture Dec 17, 2009 4:39 PM Folder » More Info:  

 
 

 ¥ @® usermanual , 2009 4:41 PM o
> (a Art Dec 17, 2009 4:39 PM -- Folder

chapter_1_section_O.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM 4KB HTML...ument
chapter_]_section_1.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM 4KB HTML ...ument

» Name & Extension: 
   

  
¥ Preview:6

 
 
 

   
  

 

 
 

‘

© chapter_l_section_2.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM 4KB HTML ...ument
= chapter_l_section_3.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM 4 KB HTML ...ument
© chapter_l_section_4.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM 4KB HTML...ument
© chapter_l_section_5.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM 4KB HTML...ument

=| chapter_1_section_6.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM 4KB HTML ...ument a ae da
> chapter_1_section_7.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM 4KB -HTML...ument gathercecal
= chapter_l_section_8.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM 4KB HTML ...ument

= chapter_l_section_9.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM 8 KB HTML ...ument ¥ Sharing & Permissions:= chapter_1_section_10.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM BKB HTML ...ument
©) chapter_l_section_11.htm! Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM 4K8  HTML...ument You can read and write

©) chapter_1_section_12.htmi Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM 4KB HTML ...ument Name Privilege
* chapter_1_section_13.htmi Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM 4 KB HTML...ument AL admin (Me) * Read & Write
=) chapter_1_section_14.htm! Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM 4 KB HTML ...ument 22%. admin * Read & Write
= chapter_1_section_15.htm! Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM 4KB HTML...ument fat everyone * Read only© chapter_1l_section_16.htm| Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM 4KB HTML...ument

banca1_section_17.htm! nee - 2009 3:25 PM 4KB HTML...ument
v

   

 

BR:a Macintosh HD + (3) Use » adi Gece maar - io ae + @ Ao Gace: » Ga Res»(9) Enc » (oj ape » (jem>(2) aperture+(2) usermanual i   

DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE EX1003, 181; Petition, 16; Reply, 1-2, 12-13, 15; Pet. Opp. Mot. to Exclude, 1-2, 6-5
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EX1005; EX1003 — Dr. Terveen
file: ///Applications /Aperture.app/Contents/Resources/English.|proj/aperture_help/en/aperture/usermanual/index.html 
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DEVICES

| Macintosh HD
4 iDisk
(>) Aperture
PLACES

& Desktop
oO admin

a» Applications
Si Documents

SEARCH FOR

‘) Today
+) Yesterday
+) Past Week
a All Images
a All Movies
3} All Documents

EX1003, JJ90-91; Petition, 15-16; Reply, 1-2, 12-13;
Pet. Opp. Mot. to Exclude, 1-2, 6-7

DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBIT — NOT EVIDENCE

I>

() Contents
{) _CodeSignature
2. CodeResources
() Frameworks

Info.plist
» (|) Library

» |) MacOS
PkgInfo

{} Plugins
() Resources

version. plist

eeeesesSsssshs_—
11 items, 486.09 GB available

| Date Modified

Today, 10:37 AM
Today, 10:36 AM
Today, 10:33 AM
Jan 21, 2010 6:26 PM
Jan 21, 2010 6:18 PM
Sep 10, 2009 5:00 PM
Today, 10:36 AM
Jan 21, 2010 6:18 PM
Today, 10:36 AM
Today, 10:37 AM
Jan 21, 2010 6:29 PM

[<|>]

Kind
Folder
Folder
Alias
Folder
Document
Folder
Folder
Document
Folder
Folder
Document

EX1005, 1; Petition, 24-25; Reply, 14-15;
Pet. Opp. Mot. to Exclude, 8-10

(|) Resources
Q 

DEVICES

| Macintosh HD
E) iDisk
5) Aperture

PLACES

G&G Desktop
& admin
aA Applications
“}) Documents

SEARCH FOR

+) Today
+) Yesterday
+) Past Week
jf All Images
(a All Movies
ja All Documents

Name

» double_forward.tiff
() English. Iproj

(|) AdjustmentPresets.nib
* (|) aperture_help

_ aperture_help.helpindex
(jen

Y (> aperture
aeau

© index.html

(|) Resources
(|) SharedResources

|!) aperture_help.zip
{) aperture_otherhelp
J AssignPlaceWindow.nib
|) AudioAttachment.nib
() AudioVideoControlView.nib

Date Modified
Jan 21, 2010 6:18 PM
Today, 10:36 AM
Today, 10:36 AM
Today, 10:36 AM
Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM
Dec 17, 2009 4:39 PM
Dec 17, 2009 4:39 PM
Today, 10:36 AM
Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM
Dec 17, 2009 4:39 PM
Dec 17, 2009 4:39 PM
Sep 15, 2021 10:01 AM
Today, 10:36 AM
Today, 10:36 AM
Today, 10:36 AM
Today, 10:36 AM

lof 1,478 selected, 486.09 GB available
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4KB

Kind
TIFF image
Folder
Folder
Folder
Document
Folder
Folder
mete
HTML ...ument
Folder
Folder
ZIP archive
Folder
Folder
Folder
Folder
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EX1003 — Dr. Terveen

|) usermanual  

DEVICES Name Date Modified Kind

=) Macintosh HD » |.) SubNavigation Today, 10:36 AM Folder
El iDisk » |) Resources Dec 17, 2009 4:39 PM Folder
ma MANIFEST Aug 21, 2009 12:12 PM Document

index.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM HTML...ument

aes *) Copyright.htm! Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM HTML...ument
Ei Desktop ) chapter_preface_section_3.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM HTML...ument
GY admin ©. chapter_preface_section_2.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM HTML ...ument
A Applications ) chapter_preface_section_1.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM HTML...ument
“]| Documents © chapter_preface_section_O.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM HTML...ument

SEARCH FOR chapter_glossary_section_0.htm! Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM HTML...ument

‘) Today *| chapter_B_section_10.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM HTML...ument
’ chapter_B_section_9.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM HTML...ument

chapter_B_section_8.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM HTML ...ument

| chapter_B_section_7.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM HTML...ument

| chapter_B_section_6.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM HTML...ument ,

chapter_B_section_S.html Aug 28, 2009 3:25 PM HTML...ument ¥
4 >

(>) Aperture

© Yesterday

\) Past Week

(3) All images
(ae All Movies

(3) All Documents

751 items, 486.09 GB available  
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EX1003 — Dr. Terveen
Welcome to the Aperture Installer

Aperture 3 is thelatest generation of Apple's powerful photo
editing and managementsoftware, with industry-leadingtoolsthat make it easyto keep yourdigital photos perfectly
organized, make them look their best, and share them on theweb andin print
With more than 200 new features and enhancements, Aperture 3
allows photographersatall levels to easily manage large photolibraries, retouch and enhance photos with professional-qualityresults, create stunning multimedia slideshowsthat includeaudio and videoclips, and publish photos online or as custom
printed books using one simple, integrated workflow.
Aperture 3 includes the following new features
Faces
* Automatically detects the faces of the people in your photos.# Use Name modeto quickly add names to detected faces andmanually assign namesto people in photos where faces werenot automatically found.* Faces view displays one snapshot for each person you'venamed, Skim a snapshotto preview more photos of that

Continue

© Introduction
© License

_»Install Aperture
Software License Agreement

English
ENGLISH
APPLE INC.APERTURE SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT
Single Use License
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EX1003 — Dr. Terveen

92. I used the “Get Info” commandon the “usermanual”folder at the path

‘/Aperture.app/Contents/Resources/English.lproj/aperture_help/en/aperture/”’.

It reports the usermanual folder has a size of 44.1 megabytes (40,969,496

bytes) and contains 1,633 items. It also shows “Created” and “Modified”dates

of December 17, 2009. This matches the size, number and created/modified

dates of the “usermanual” folder at the same location within the Aperture.app

application bundle on the Aperture 3 installer DVD that I reported in 4 81
 
above.

EX1003 (-00031), J 92;
Petition (-00031), 15-16
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Q.  You replicated the steps that Dr. Terveen performed to reveal the 
hidden files on the Aperture 3 installer disk and then the steps he took to copy 
the relevant  files over to the desktop and then see what was in them, is that 
correct?

A.  I think that's correct.



Q. When was that created?· When · was -
A. It says it was created on · January 

21st, 2010 at 8:44 p.m.
Q. And then the "modified" would be a 

modified date of this volume.· What's · the 
date of that?

A. Same date. 9:02 p.m.
Q. For a DVD medium, that's a read-only 

medium, right?
A. For DVDs, I believe that's correct.
Q. So once files have been written onto 

the DVD, it is not possible to modify them 
after the DVD's been created, right?

A. The only way to modify them would be 
to destroy the -- to do something bad to the 
disk. But yes.

Q. So if I have a DVD and it has a last 
modified date of January 21, 2010, the files 
on that DVD had to exist on or before 
January 21, 2010, right?

A. I think that's right.



Q. When you repeated the steps that Dr. Terveen described taking to identify the 
Aperture 3 application bundle, how long overall did that take you?

A. I'm guessing under ten minutes, except that I might have taken a little longer 
because I also did some things to unzip directories and stuff. I think.

A.  You're asking whether -- it  
seems like one of those would 
include the executable for 
Aperture.· Based on the size? I 
mean, it's -- it could maybe be 
iLife slideshow and Aperture.PKG. 
But I guess the presumption would be 
that because it says Aperture, that 
would be the one.

Q.  And you could figure that 
out by just showing -- revealing the 
contents of these different package 
files to identify which one contains 
the contents - contains the Aperture 
3 installer, right?

A.  Essentially, yes. 



Q· · Were you -- were you personally involved in publishing Apple's 
content in that time frame?

A· · I was, yes.
Q· · And what specifically was your role?
A· · Again, as head -- as the lead writer, I was the person 

responsible, the directly responsible individual. 

Q  And Exhibit 1005 is a copy of the Aperture 3 user manual. 
Correct?

A  It is a copy of the HTML files of the Aperture 3 user manual.



Q· · Were you responsible for adding the copyright dates to the user 
manual or HTML file set?

A.  Yes, I was.
Q   And why was 2009 added as the copyright date for this user 

manual? 
A   It's funny that you should ask because I asked myself the same 

thing.· Reviewed the files.· And they're all from 2009 from April -- or 
sorry -- from, like, 23 August -- late August, 2009.  I believe our 
original plan was to ship for the Christmas season. I don't know why we 
didn't ship for the Christmas season.· But it evoked a very powerful 
memory in me because my first son was born on 3 August 30th, 2009, and I 
was scrambling to get these files complete before my son was born. And so 
we completed these files a couple of days before he was born.· And we 
submitted them.

Q  How do you know that the version of the HTML file set that is 
Exhibit 1005 is the same as what was available in 2010? 

A  Because I spot-checked it against the files that were on disk and 
in the app. Also, the copyright 2009 is a dead give-away.



A. I took Exhibit 1005 and I looked through a whole lot of pages, one by 

one, and compared them to the corresponding pages in the user manual 

available on the computer. My recollection is I looked at maybe the first 100 

or so pages, each one, and then I looked at -- I think after that, I looked 

at the first page or two of each section and then a handful of pages in each 
section, and in every case, the pages I looked at were identical.

Q.  So first of all, the -- the user manual that is at Exhibit 
1005 in your reports is a printout of an HTML version of the user 
manual for Aperture 3; is that correct?

A.  Yes, that's correct. It's -- it's a - a PDF constructed 
from the HTML files that comprise the Aperture 3 User Manual.



EX1003 — Dr. Terveen

94. Returning to the usermanual folder within the Resources folder of the Aperture 3 application
bundle as installed on the computer, I selected the “index.html”file which launched the Safari web
browserand displayedthefirst page of the Aperture 3 user manual,as illustrated below. A pane appeared
on the left side of the screen,listing the contents of the user manual.
 
 

ane Aperture 3 User Manual: Welcometo Aperture
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With Aperture, you can efficiently import digital images, perform a photo edit, adjust and retouch images, publish

Working with the Aperture Library images for the web orprint, export libraries for use on other Aperture systems, merge libraries, and back up your
Importing Images entire image library for safekeeping. Aperture lets you work with high-quality JPEG, TIFF, and RAW image files—

and even HD videofiles—directly from your camera or card reader and maintain that high quality throughout your
workflow.Working with Images in the Browser

Displaying Imagesin the Viewer
Viewing Imagesin Full Screen View
Stacking Images and Making Picks

Working with Metadata
Organizing Images with Faces
Locating and Organizing Images with
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Searching for and Displaying Images
Grouping Images with Smart Albums
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Q.  And again, just to confirm, your position is that the information 
and guidance in the Human Interface Guidelines would be something a person 
of ordinary skill in the art would have been familiar with in 2010.

A.   So I would say that in 2010 a POSITA would be familiar with the 
kind of information that's in this document, not necessarily its 
particulars related to Mac OS X.

Q.· · They might look for another Apple technical document that 
addresses  that other topic; is that what you’re saying?

A.· · Yeah.· There might be a different Apple document that -- or a 
book about the operating system particular to the operating system that 
they might have to look at.  If that's what they're trying to do. If 
they're trying to do something  on Mac OS X and this thing is particular 
to the Mac OS X, then that would be one thing they could do.·



EX2021 — Apple HumanInterface Guidelines (HIG)

e Bundle yourapplication. Application bundles are the preferred mechanism for softwaredistribution.
They simplify installation and are easy to move aroundin the Finder. See Bundle Programming Guide for guidelines on howto support bundles.

EX2021, 33; Reply, 7-8

Deliver the Features Users Expect
e Support application bundles and drag-and-dropinstallation.

Application bundles simplify the user's interaction with your software and enable drag-and-drop
installation, which is the preferred method ofapplication installation in Mac OS X. Macintosh users expect
a quick, painless application installation experience; be sure to supply it by making yourapplication
available in a bundle and supporting drag-and-dropinstallation. For more information on bundles and
application installation, see “Packaging” (page 85) and “Installation” (page 86).
 

 
EX2021, 55; Reply, 7-8

Packaging
Bundle Your Software
 

If you are creating a new application, makesureit is contained in an application bundle. Application bundles
provide a structure for your executables, resources, and configurationfiles. Application bundles also simplify
the user's interaction with your application and makeit harderfor the user to delete critical resources
accidentally. Even applications that must support both Mac OS X andearlier versions of the Mac OS can use
the bundle format. For more information on application bundles, see Bundle Programming Guide.

 
EX2021, 85; Reply, 7-8
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EX2021 — Apple HumanInterface Guidelines (HIG)

Installation

Use Internet-Enabled Disk Images 

If you provide users with a downloadable version of your application on the Internet, you can simplify the
installation process by packaging your softwarein an Internet-enabled disk image. Disk images eliminate
the need to compress your files, because the disk imageitself can compress the enclosed data. After the disk
image is downloaded, Mac OSX automatically opens it and mounts it on the user's desktop.All the user has
to do is copy overthe desiredfiles or run the installer.

For information on howto create an Internet-enabled disk image, see Software Delivery Guide.

Drag-and-DropInstallation

Bundles makeit possible to provide drag-and-drop installation for applications (for more information on
application bundles, see Bundle Programming Guide). Using bundlesis the preferred wayto install an application
for the following reasons:

e It is easy for users to install and uninstall the application.

e It takes less time to install (only the time neededto copy the bundle).

e You don't have to spend time developing an installer.

 
EX2021, 86; Reply, 8
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Q.  But as far as the user interface, an installation package is 
presented in the interface as a single file, but it's actually foldered
with subdirectories in it, is that right?

A.  Yes. I think that's a fair characterization of -- a package is 
represented as a single entity in the  Finder. Though inside of it, it 
may have more stuff like a hierarchal file system of stuff.

Q. So basically, if you wanted to see what was inside of an 
installation package, you would right click or control click the 
package icon and choose "show the contents," right?

MR. SCHWARTZ:· Objection to · · · · form and scope.
A. You could presumably do that.



EX1070 — Bundle Programming Guide
The Structure of a Mac OS X Application Bundle

The basic structure of a Mac OS X application bundle is very simple. At the top-level of the bundle is a
directory named Contents. This directory contains everything, including the resources, executable code,
private frameworks, private plug-ins, and support files needed by the application. While the Contents
directory might seem superfluous,it identifies the bundle as a modern-style bundle and separatesit from
documentand legacy bundle types foundin earlier versions of Mac OS.
 

EX1070, 15; Reply,7, 12

Table 2-5 Subdirectories of the Contents directory

Directory Description

(Required) Contains the application’s standalone executable code. Typically, this directory
containsonly onebinary file with your application’s main entry point and statically linked
code. However, you may put other standalone executables (such as command-line tools)
in this directory as well.

Containsall of the application’s resourcefiles. This contents of this directory are further
Resources organizedto distinguish between localized and nonlocalized resources. For more

information about the structure of this directory, see “The Resources Directory”

 
EX1070, 16; Reply,7, 12

For information about finding resourcefiles in your application bundle, see “Accessing a Bundle's Contents.”
For information about how to load resourcefiles and use them in your program, see Resource Programming
Guide. 

EX1070, 20; Reply, 7
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EX1071 — Resource Programming Guide

Other Resource Files

In addition to the resource typeslisted in the preceding sections, Table 1-1 lists some additional resourcefile
types you mightfind in an application bundle.

Table 1-1 Other resource types

Resource
DescriptionType a

Help files In Mac OS X,help content typically consists of a set of HTMLfiles created using a standard
text-editing program and registered with the Help Viewerapplication. (For information on how to
register with Help Viewer, see Apple Help Programming Guide.) It is also possible to embed
PDFfiles, RTF files, HTMLfiles or other custom documents in your bundle and open them using

an external application, such as Preview or Safari. For information on how to openfiles, see
Launch Services Programming Guide.

 
EX1071, 5-6; Reply, 7-8, 12, 14
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Q.  So another type of resource file that can be found in the Mac 
OS application bundle resources folder are help files, right?

A.  Yes.

Q.  Sure. Do you see that in the Resource Programming Guide table 
1.1, that it explains you can open the HTML files in the resource file 
folder -- I'm sorry, in the resource folder of the application bundle 
using Safari?

A.  It says that, yes.

Q.  So before 2011, a person of ordinary skill would know that they 
could navigate to the resources subdirectory in  the application bundle 
of a Mac OS application and view the HTML files in the resources folder 
with the Safari · application. 
MR. SCHWARTZ:· Objection to form and scope.

Q.  Correct?
A.  I think people of ordinary skill in the art, not all POSITAs, 

would be able to do that.  Some might if they understood the Macintosh.



EX1003 — Dr. Terveen; EX1051
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Provides comprehensive conceptual, reference, and task-related
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Finding Your Way Around Aperture 1
Welcometo Aperture. If you're new to the Aperture digital
image workflow,this guide is for you. Here you'll open
a samplelibrary and learn by doing.

Each chapterof this book presents major features and guides you in trying thingsout.
Feel free to explore on your own. Havefun learning the basics. Later, when youfeel
comfortable, you can bring in your own photos and begin serious work with Aperture.

This book assumesthat you'veinstalled Aperture on your computer and that you have

the Apertureinstallation disc in your computer's DVD drive.

* Ifyou haven't installed Aperture yet: See the Installing Your Software booklet.

* Ifyou haven't inserted the Aperture installation disc in your DVD drive: Locate the
Apertureinstallation disc in your Aperture box andinsert it in your DVD drive now.

¢ Ifyou prefer to start by reading in-depth explanations ofconcepts and procedures used
with Aperture: Open Aperture, then choose Help > Aperture Help. Thenclick thelink
to the user manual.
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Q. So the commands, you 
could either do this as a 
script or you could type these 
commands directly into 
terminal to show or hide 
hidden files in Mac OS X, 
right?

A. I think so.



Q. If I wanted to see all 
files in a volume of a Macintosh 
operating system volume, I would 
do LS –A -L?

A. Yes. I think that would 
work.  Although I usually do it 
the other way.

Q. What is the dash A 
parameter of the LS command?

A. It's supposed to give you 
all files.



EX1020 — Mr. Birdsell

18. see The Aperture 3 s iPod + iTunes iPhone Downloads ae
support page on the apple.com |

) as Link to user—eds
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EX1020, 1118; Petition, 14, 16-17; Reply, 5-6

Aperture 3 Keyboard
Shortcuts 

19(e). Select “Aperture 3 User Manual”: http://
documentation.apple.com/en/aperture/usermanual/;? and.. .

> See, e.g., https://web.archive.org/web/20100217035925/http://
documentation.apple.com/en/aperture/usermanual/.
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EX1020 — Mr. Birdsell

3. My professional responsibilities between January and June of 2010 included

involvement with the team responsible for producing anddistributing Aperture 3 documentation,

including the Aperture 3 User Manual. I have personal knowledge of how the Aperture 3 User

Manual wasprepared and distributed by Apple during this time frame.

EX1020, 93; Petition, 13; Reply, 1; Pet. Opp. Mot. to Exclude, 4, 14

 
10. Based on myrecollections of the Apple publishing process used in the February-March

2010 time frame, the Aperture 3 User Manual HTMLfile set wasinitially pushed to Apple

staging servers. Then, once final approval for the Aperture 3 product release was provided, the

Aperture 3 User Manual HTMLfile set was moved from the staging servers to publicly

accessible Apple servers(i.e., documentation.apple.com), where it could be retrieved and viewed

by any memberof the public.
 

EX1020, 4110; Petition, 16; Reply, 2; Pet. Opp. Mot. to Exclude, 1, 14

13. The Aperture 3 User Manual HTMLfile set produced as I described in paragraphs8-11

above wasincluded on the Aperture 3 installer DVDsdistributed starting in February 2010.

Specifically, the Aperture 3 User Manual HTMLfile set is stored in the Aperture 3 application

file bundle on the Aperture 3 installer DVD. The Aperture 3 file bundle is located in a

compressedfile on the Aperture installer DVD....
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A· [...] Again, as head -- as the lead writer, I was the person 
responsible, the directly responsible individual.  My responsibility 
would be upon having a customer ship date, we would work back from 
that. Once we had the localized versions and the English version to 
go, then we would test them.· So I would physically test the files, 
make sure all the links work, make sure all the files are both 
accessible on device on -- in the app, on the disk, and then online.·
So we would use a staging server so customers couldn't see it, but 
myself and our QA team could see it. So we had -- also had a QA team 
that would go through it as well and review and make sure that there 
were no errors, no links broken. 

And then upon publication, within two or three  hours, we would 
verify that the files were live and accessible to customers and that 
all the links worked.  

I would have personally verified that they all worked as well as 
the QA team.



Q  Do you -- do you recall the date when the HTML file set 
was moved from the staging servers to the publicly accessible 
Apple servers?

A· · It would have been the night before.
Q· · The night before the Aperture 3 product release?
A· · Correct.· So we would have copied it over, and then 

when it was released, then we would get a -- a go-live 
instruction from product marketing and with an okay to public. 
And then the build engineer -- I'm not the - in that role --
would flip a bit.· And then it would become live to new 
customers.· That's how it works at a very, very high level.· I 
can't speak to it at a technical level below that.

Q· · And I believe you testified that once it was live, you 
would have done a verification to make sure it was online and 
accessible.· Is that right?

A· · That is correct.



Q· · Do you recall the precise release date of Aperture 3?
A· · I believe it was February 9th, 2010.
Q· · You mentioned the retail stores. Would every Apple retail store 

have a copy of Aperture 3 available for sale?
A· · On the morning of February 9th, 2010, yes, every store would have 

copies of Aperture for sale. Aperture 3.



EX2010 — Feb. 17, 2010 Apple.com Archive
https://web.archive.org/web/2010021 7035925/http://documentation.apple.com/en/aperture/usermanual/ 
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Q· In Exhibit 2010, do the headings and 
other table of contents references match 
with the headings in Exhibit 1005?  
…
A Yeah.· So Exhibit 1005 does not have the 
table of contents because it is a file-for-
file capture.· So it's the HTML pages.· So 
if you like, I can go through and scroll 
through every single page to ensure that 
the headings match.
Q· · I don't think we need you to do that.



EX2010 — 2/17/2010 Archive; EX1003 — Dr. Terveen
https://web.archive.org/web/2010021 7035925/http://documentation.apple.com/en/aperture/usermanual/ 

  xteeer azcurye  {http://documentation apple.com/en/aperture/usermanual o UE ®o°e
WYPMACHINE 27 captures ca r no1 aa! nt ail 2011 Baveryreter try

  
User Manual

102. The Wayback Machine has 2010 captures of each URL indicated above,

a including the table of contents. The 2010 captureofthe table of contents includes each ofThe Aperture Interface
Working with the Aperture
Library

Importing Images the sections in A3UM (EX1005), such as “Organizing Images with Faces” and “Locating

eee and Organizing Images with Places.” Although the Wayback Machine doesnot contain 2010

ee captures of the contents of individualsections, that does not indicate to me that they were

al not published, only that they were not captured by Wayback Machine’s web crawler. In fact,Organizing Images with Faces
Locating and Organizing Imageswith Places

right-clicking on the table of contents pane in the archive.org webpage corresponding toSearching for andDisplaying
Images

peeeetnenn nent http://documentation.apple.com/en/aperture/usermanual/

a (https://web.archive.org/web/20100217035925/http://documentation.apple.com/en/aperture/
reer usermanual/) and selecting “view page source”displays the source codefor the page,
torte including links to each of the individual sections. EX1055. As a whole, this evidence further
seaae suggests to me that A3UM was made publicly accessible starting in early 2010 as a

compilation ofwebpages on www.apple.com.AppendixA: Calibrating YourAperture System

 
Appendix B: Setting Up anem.

EX1003, 102; Pet. Opp. Mot. to Exclude, 8-9

MemoryWebEx.2010
Apple v. MemoryWeb — IPR2022-00031

Lof2

Glossary

EX2010, 1; Pet. Opp. Mot. to Exclude, 5
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Q   You believe it's correct but you just testified that you weren't here 
to testify about the number of sales.

A  I don't have a specific number of sales of -- of products sold.· But 
the amount of volume of customers that accessed documentation at Apple.com and 
reviewed the user manual documentation at Apple.com supports that roughly 
100,000 people had purchased the product and were using it actively.

Q.  And how do you know what the access volume was between February and 
June of 2010?

A  It's basically just based on memory.· But I remember unique page visits 
were six figures.· Some page visits were in the millions but that could be 
repeat customers.· And so, you know, that -- by extrapolation, a bare minimum 
of 100,000 customers doesn't sound outside the ballpark.

Q. Is it possible that your memory of the number of page visits could 
include people who visited outside of the time frame of February to June 2010?

THE WITNESS:· Well, in -- to be honest, six weeks after the fact, I would 
have been rolling up those numbers to my superiors.· So I would have been 
actively looking at those numbers and -- and looking for anomalies.

And, you know, we're part of the product, we're wanting the product to be 
sold and to be used.· And so seeing higher numbers was always a reassuring 
thing, and as subsequent versions of the app were released, we would see higher 
engagement. 

So -- so, no, I don't believe that my memory would be faulty, because that 
was a -- one of, you know, the main duties that I had.



EX1020 — Mr. Birdsell

5. Apple began selling Aperture 3 to membersof the public in February of 2010. E.g.,

EX1048 (“February 9, 2010—Apple® today introduced Aperture TM 3, the next major release

of its powerful photo editing and managementsoftware, with over 200 new features including

Faces, Places and Brushes.”); EX1021, 2 (a February 17, 2010 Archive.org capture of

www.apple.com/aperture, showing a “Buy Now”link for Aperture 3). Apple advertised the

release ofAperture 3 on its website and it was widely coveredin the technical and software

press. E.g., 1021, 1 (a February 19, 2010 Archive.org capture of www.apple.com, showing an

advertisement “Introducing Aperture 3”). Starting in early February 2010, Apple sold the

Aperture 3 productin its retail stores, on the Apple webstore, and distributedit in retail channels

in the United States. During 2010, the Mac App Store did not yet exist so the only way to obtain

a copy ofAperture 3 product wasto buya retail box containing an Aperture 3 installer DVD.

EX1020, 75; Reply, 3, 16

 
7. Aperture 3 was very popular and was purchasedby a large number ofusers. Based on

my experience with the utilization levels of the help resources on the Apple.com website at the

time, I believe more than 100,000 customers had purchased and were using the Aperture 3 
product between February and June of 2010.

EX1020, 7; Petition, 14-15; Reply, 2-3, 16
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Q. Would every Apple retail store have a copy of Aperture 3 available for sale?
A  On the morning of February 9th, 2010, yes, every store would have copies of 

Aperture for sale Aperture 3.
Q· · You seem pretty confident in that statement.  So I -- I'm going to assume 

you didn't personally verify it was available in all of the Apple stores at the time. 
Can you explain what that basis is for that statement.  … 

THE WITNESS:· I'll just say I've worked with operations for 20 years, and 
they're very committed to -- specifically before the app store was available, they're 
very committed to ensuring that when we would do a worldwide release, that product 
was on shelves and  available for sale on that day in every location.

Q   You mentioned that you visited Apple stores.  When you visited Apple stores, 
was it in the February to June 2010 time frame?

A  Given that this was a major integer of that Aperture, this is the third major 
version, 3.0, I would have attended multiple stores in that immediate time frame 
after it was released.

Q· · Did you personally observe copies of Aperture 3 available for sale at those 
Apple stores?

A  Yes.· Absolutely.
Q  Would Aperture 3 have been on display so that any person who walked into the 

Apple store would see Aperture 3 was available for sale, or would a customer have to 
know to ask for it in order to be able to purchase it?  …

THE WITNESS:· I distinctly remember seeing copies available like in a row on a 
shelf for purchase.



Patent Owner Response (emphases added)

The issue is not whether a POSITA interested in Apple software would have visited Apple.com and

A3UM—thatpre-supposes a POSITA would have known ofApple.com and/or Aperture 3’s relevance.

Instead, here, Petitioner was required to establish a POSITA would have known to navigate to Apple.com

and then lookfor the Aperture 3 user manualpage in search ofA3UM.Acceleration Bay, 908 F.3d at 772
Even if an unspecified group of consumers knew ofAperture 3 during the relevant timeframe, there is

no evidence those consumers were POSITAsorthat an interested POSITA would have knownofAperture 3

or had any motivation to look for it. The “Aperture” product nameis not descriptive ofphoto management

technology and Petitioner has not offered evidence that a POSITA would have identified Aperture 3 by
querying commonterms, such as “photo,” using an Internet search engine.” POR, 18-19

Even if a POSITA navigated to Apple.com, Petitioner has nevertheless failed to establish that a

POSITA exercising reasonable diligence would have actuallyfound the Aperture 3 user manualpage.

According to Petitioner and its witnesses, the Aperture 3 user manual page could be found only after

executing several steps such as knowingto search for ‘Aperture’ or ‘Aperture 3’ in the search box or by

navigating through a numberoflinks on Apple.com. POR,19-20

Asdiscussed above, ‘Aperture’ or ‘Aperture 3’ would not be commonsearch terms to a POSITA,and

there is no evidence on the record that searchingApple.com for other terms that would be common,like

“photo,”for example, would have yielded any Aperture-related results. POR,20
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EX1048 — Aperture 3 Press Release
Apple Releases Aperture 3

New Features Include Faces, Places & Brushes

CUPERTINO, California—February 9, 2010—Apple® today introduced Aperture™3, the next majorrelease ofits

powerful photo editing and managementsoftware, with over 200 new features including Faces, Places and Brushes.

Building on the innovative Faces and Places features introduced in iPhoto® ’09, Aperture 3 makesit even easier and

faster to organize large photo libraries. Aperture 3 introduces new tools to refine your photos including Brushes for

painting image adjustments onto parts of your photo, and AdjustmentPresets for applying professional photo

effects with just one click. Stunning new slideshowslet you share your work by weaving together photos, audio,
text and HD video.

Aperture 3 allows you to organizelarge photolibraries with even moreflexibility using Projects and the new Faces

and Places. Faces uses face detection and recognition to find and organize your photos by the people in them. You

can view faces across your entire photo library or view just the faces that appear in selected projects. In a new view

that speeds up the organization process, Aperture 3 displays faces that have been detected but haven’t yet been

named. Places lets you explore your photos based on where they weretaken, andlike in iPhoto, Places

automatically reverse geocodes GPS data into user-friendly locations. In Aperture 3, you can assign locations by

dragging-and-dropping photos onto a mapor byusing location information from GPS enabled cameras, tracking

devices or your iPhone® photos.

Pricing & Availability

Aperture 3 is available through the Apple Store® (www.apple.com), Apple’s retail stores and Apple Authorized

Resellers for a suggestedretail price of $199 (US) and existing Aperture users can upgradefor a suggestedretail

price of $99 (US). A downloadable 30-daytrial version is available at www.apple.com/aperture/trial. Aperture 3

runs as a 64-bit application on Mac OS® X Snow Leopard® on Macswith Intel Core 2 Duo processors. Full system

requirements, online tutorials and more information on Aperture 3 can be found at www.apple.com/aperture.

 
EX1048, 1-2; Petition, 14; Reply, 3, 5
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EX1021 — Apple.com
Apple - Aperture - Pro performance with iPhoto simplicity.

re Store pac|iPod + iTunes iPhone Downloads Supporta | L | | \

 
lakKing photos. Further.

The new Aperture 3 gives you powerful yet easy-to-usetools to refine images, showcase your photography, and manage massivelibraries on your Mac. It’s pro
performance with iPhoto simplicity. Learn more >

Whatis Aperture? Newin Aperture 3 Aperture in Action

It’s the way to better photos on a Mac. Organization with Faces and Places. With Aperture 3, photojournalist Bill
With tools to retouch photos, organize Brushes and adjustmentpresets to Frakes creates a multimedia slideshow . a4
libraries, share work online, and print perfect and enhance images. True that combinesstill photos, audio, and EX1 021 1 6-7; Petition, 1 t
professionally designed books. Learn full-screen browsing. And over 200 HD video to document people’s
more more newfeatures. Learn more everydaylives. Watch video

https://web.archive.org/web/20100217041531/http://www.apple.com/aperture[9/12/2021 5:23:18 PM] 
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Petitioner’s Reply (EX1074)

Apple - Aperture - Pro performance with iPhoto simplicity 11/29/22, 1:59 AM

The Wayback Machine ~ https://web.archive.org/web/20100411022811/http:/ /www.apple.com:80/aperture/

Aper tu re 3 What's New Whatis Aperture? In Action How To Resources Tech Specs

 
https://web.archive.org/web/20100315070539/http://www.apple.com/aperture/resources/ Page lof 2
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Apple - Aperture - Resources 11/29/22, 2:00 AM

Support
Aperture Support Page
From software updates to technicalarticles to
manuals to videotutorials, the Aperture support
page is a handy resource witha wide variety of
technical information about Aperture 3.

Learn more + ——2|
Apple - Support - Aperture 11/29/22, 2:04 AM

 
The Wayback Machine ~ https://web.archive.org/web/20100311173011/http:/ /www.apple.com:80/support/aperture/

Aperture Aperture 3.0.1
Aperture 3 TrialAperture 3 User ManualGettoknow the ins and outs c Aperture 2.1.4 

Apple Photo Services
 

Discussions forums

Software Update Aperture 3 User Manual
Exploring Aperture 3 

Reply, 5-6 (citing EX1074)
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Petition

C. Photo Organizer Applications and Websites

Numerous photo organizer applications and websites existing before 2010

allowed users to manage large collections of digital photographs, and easily retrieve

digital images, including photos and videos. E.g., EX1031, 1; EX1003, 459. One

example was Google Picasa, which included both a People view, which allowed a

user to easily select digital photos containing a given person, and a Places view,

which alloweda user to view photostaken at or tagged with a particular location

[...]. EX1032, 1-2; EX1003, 959. Other applications with both people-oriented and

map-oriented display capabilities included Apple’s iPhoto and Aperture products.

EX1031, 4; EX1039, 1-3; EX1003, 460.

 
Petition, 5-6
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EX1003 — Dr. Terveen

59. By 2010, a wide variety of photo organizer applications had been developed
and released to allow users to manage the large numberof digital photographs they
were accumulating. Photo organizers are application software focused on organizing
digital images. E.g., EX1031, 1. Several photo organizer software products were
knownthat had the ability to provide multiple views within the same photo organizer
application. For example, by 2009, Google’s Picasa application...

60. Versions ofApple’s iPhoto product released after 2009 also provided a
similar capability to view pictures having a person in themorpictureslinked to a
location (e.g., where the photos were taken or using user-entered location data) on an
interactive map. EX1039,1-3.

 
EX1003, {[{] 59-60; Petition, 4-5

100. Apple was an exceptionally well-known technology company in 2010. A
skilled artisan interested in learning about Apple software would have knowntoeither
directly visit www.apple.com or search for specific Apple software via well-known
search engines such as Google andthe search functionality provided on Apple’s own
websites.
 

EX1003, 41100; Petition, 17
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EX1031; EX1039
Image organizer - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia EX1 031 ; 1 ; 4; Petition ; 6;

Try Beta & Login/ create account EX1 003, 60

 

article discussion edit this page history

Image organizer
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

WIKIPEDIA [ D-This article needs additional citations for verification.The Free Encyclopedia Pleaseiimprovethis article by adding reliable references. Unsourced material

, Mac OSiPhoto commercial
xX

https://webarchive.org/web/20100427092553/https://en.wikipediaorg/wiki/Iimage_organizer(8/22/2021 6:5734Age! Apple Inc. - Ex. 1031, p.4

iPhoto ‘09 Review EX1039,1, 3; Petition, 6;
EX1003, 760Fri, May 22, 2009

Web Design

iPhoto ‘09 Review

Part of Apple’s “iLife” package, and bundled with every Mac, iPhoto is more photo-managementthan photo editing. iPhoto’s been around for some
years now,butit’s not usually regarded as a powerful editing tool although Apple has improvedits editing capabilities in this release. Definitely a
winnerfor those of you who are looking to organize tons of photos (with most formats supported, including RAW)and create albums,it’s not for
photo pros that need hardcore editing. The editing tools included (red eye remover, and so on) aren’t that good either, so you may need another
editing program (think Adobe Elements or similar) if you want to make yourpictures as nice as can be!

The Bottom Line:

It’s free if you have a Mac so whynotuse it? And if you don’t have a Mac you can’t use it anyways. Great for managing and organizing your photos
but you'll likely need a better editor even for simple things(I like to banish red eye and whiten people’s teeth in my photos...iPhoto’s not too good
with that!)

https://web.archive.org/web/20090526212034/http://www.killersites.com:80/magazine/2009/iphoto-09-review/ Petitioner Apple Inc. - Ex. 1039, p. 1
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EX1045; EX1044 & EX2014
UsingAperture 3: Part 1

As I mentionedat the end of my previouspost, I used Aperture 3 to manage andedit the images, video and
audio from myrecenttrip to Indonesia.I also put together my Lembeh NightSafari trip video using Aperture 3.

In this post and oneto followlater, Il do my best to set out the key points from my experience...both the good
and the not so good. In case you have no idea what Aperture 3 is and are wondering why anyone would care...
it’s the most recent version of Apple’s media-managementsoftware, released not too long ago.

https://web.archive.org/web/20100402224207/http://www.tonywublog.com/20100330/first-good-impressions-using-aperture-3.html

 
EX1045, 2; Petition, 14-15; Reply, 3-4

CrunchGear

Review: Aperture 3by Devin Coldewey on March 19, 2010

If you’re a photographer and use a Mac, chancesare you’re using Lightroom or Aperture. Probably Lightroom, since Apertureis less popular among pros

— and the latest version seems to be an acknowledgmentof that. The features added in version 3 are clearly intended to draw casual shooters using

iPhoto to the paid image editing honey pot. Since so manyof these amazing newfeaturesare direct side-loads from iPhoto, it smooths the process and

makes the program as a whole more approachable, though whether existing Aperture userswill find them helpful is questionable. Brushes, on the other

hand, are a welcome addition to any photographer’s toolset, and depending on how dedicated you are, may be worththe price of admission.

Invasion of the iPhoto features

Aslong asI’ve been using Aperture, I’ve considered it a processing application. Its photo management was troublesomehere and there, and iPhoto had

the best ways of showing off your shots, but | dealt with it since maintaining two separate libraries of the same photos would be disk spacesuicide. I’ve

only used Lightroomalittle bit (and a version or two back) but all my friends say that it just has a better workflow for serious photo work — importing a

couple hundred shots, scrubbing through them, doing the necessary adjustments, and outputting to the necessary format. Not that | have trouble doing

that in Aperture, but apparentlyit’s faster and better in Lightroom.

Confronted with such a fearsome opponent, Apple decided that it would be better to flank than to risk a frontal assault. Hence the expansion of

Aperture’s incorporation of iPhoto features Faces and Places. | question their relevance in a photo processing application, but given Apple’s tendency

 
EX1044, 1; Petition, 14-15; Reply, 3-5
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EX1077 — Macworld

M ( https://web.archive.org/web/20 1002 11033049/http://www.macworld.com/article/14623 1/2010/02/aperture3 .html
« Feb 9, 2010 8:40 am

O Comments

ORecommendations

ShareThis

Apple releases Aperture 3

Updatedinterface, Faces, Places highlight new features

by Jason Snell, Macworld.com

Apple may not be at Macworld 2010 this week, but the companystill managed to announce a new productjust in time for
the trade show. On Tuesday Apple announced Aperture 3, the latest version of the company’s $199 pro-level photo-editing
and managementsoftware.

Faces and Places

WheniPhoto ’09 wasreleased, Paulsen said, “the Aperture discussion boardslit up, asking when they could see” Faces and
Places within Aperture. With Aperture 3, those features have been added—butthey’ve also been “extended and enhanced
for prosumer photographers—andpros,for that matter,” according to Paulsen.

Under the hood, Aperture 3 uses the same face-recognition technology as iPhoto ’09. But Paulsen said that in Aperture the
user has more control, such as being able to constrain face-scanning to individual projects—for example, a wedding
photographercan limit face scanning to a single event, so that Aperture doesn’t attempt to match the facesin one
wedding to the faces in every other photoin his or her library.

 
EX1077, 1; Reply, 3-5
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Q. So in 2010 there were a number of 
articles that we've just worked through which 
had links to the Apple.com web page that 
described the Aperture 3 product, right?·
There's at least three. I counted CrunchGear, 
Using Aperture and the MacWorld article, right?

MR. SCHWARTZ:· Objection to form, scope.
A. I mean, it seems like it.



Q. So after May 20th of 2010, let's just pick a date like 
August of 2010, if I did a Google search on the phrase "photo 
editing and management software,” would you expect to see this 
as one of the hits? 

A.  I don't know. I mean, eventually somewhere. I don't 
know whether it would be on the first page.

Q.  What if you put -· · · ·
A.  It would probably be in the index.
Q.  What if you put the phrase you're searching for in 

quotes, "Photo editing and management software," as your 
search? [objection]

A.  I mean, when you say as one of the hits, what do you 
mean precisely? 

Q.  When you do a Google search you get a list of matching 
websites that match the term of your search, right? 

A.  So I would imagine that you would get a hit in the 
sense that of the things returned from Google, you would get 
this in the list. But it might not be at the top of the list.



Q.  Isn't Apple.com one of the most visited websites on the planet?
A.  I don't know in 2010.
Q.  This was after the iPhone had been on the market for a while, 

right?
A.  Yes. But it doesn't mean that it was the most visited site. But 

probably.



"020 Patent — Claim 1 Excerpt; Parties’ Constructions

1. A method comprising: ...

responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection ofthe first digital
file in the first person view,

causing a slideshow to be displayed on the interface,

the slideshow including a plurality of images associated with thefirst
person.

 
EX1001 (-00006), 35:17-45 (emphases added); Petition (-O0006), 38

Patent Owner Petitioner

The Board should confirm the phrase
“responsive to an input indicative of a selection
[input]... causing [action]” can encompass

Sur-Reply (-00006), 8 methodsthat, after the “input indicative of a
selection,” include intervening actions by the
computer and/or a userthat enable or are directly
associated with “causing”the action.

requiring a cause-effect
relationship 

Reply (-00006), 4
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EX2025 — Dr. Surati; EX1001 (020 Patent)

selection rent | Ti

———————oe

cmebson
- 2806088 -

Cites Dewitt Firestone tv

Haoe2a8

people view person view

Ex. 1001, FIGS. 6-7 (annotated)

 
EX2025, 155; POR (-00008), 3
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EX2025 — Dr. Surati; EX1001 (020 Patent)

slideshow view

  
EX2025,959 (citing EX1001, Fig. 31 (above));

POR(-00006), 5
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Q. We're going to put the parts 
of the passages that I'm speaking 
of up on the screen here in a 
minute. What I want you to do is 
tell me if the two actions that are 
described in these passages in the 
patent at columns 21 and 22, if 
performed, will meet the 
requirements of the final clause of 
claim 1 of the '020 patent, okay?

Q. So on the top -- this is a 
piece of the patent we've been 
looking at, the '020 patent that 
starts at line 57 and goes to line 
262. And then on column 22 is the 
option which involves the user who 
wants to see a moving slideshow. I 
just want to understand whether if 
a person performs these steps, 
these two actions, whether it falls 
within the scope of that last 
clause of claim 1.



...And I wrote a report about it, and I think that in this particular 
case I would say that figure - I want to caveat this with I haven't spent 
as much time as I think I would want to thinking about it, but I think 
that I would say my first reaction to this is that that would constitute 
-- like, what they're describing in the last claim, which if you're just 
saying does that last claim limitation seem to be described in that 
claim, yes, but I don't know -- I haven't considered whether the whole 
claim would apply to it. So that's something that I'd have to think 
about.  And I would just leave it at it seems like what's being described 
in both places is similar.

Q.  So first, I want you to be comfortable because I was just 
focussing on this part of the claim. So other parts I'm not asking you to 
address at this point.  If I understood your answer, you're indicating 
that the description of the steps that I've shown on the screen here at 
line 57 of column 21 through line 62 followed by the step in column 22, 
line 14 to 18 would fall in and meet the requirements of that last clause 
in claim 1, is that right?

A.  I said -- what I'm trying to say was -- sorry. With all the 
caveats that I gave, I think what you're saying is -- I'm comporting with 
your answer, what you asked, which is that I think what's described in 
the patent would lead to claim limitation that -- particular claim 
limitation that you described.



EX1001 (020 Patent)

EX1001, Claim 1, final clause

responsive to an inputthat is indicative of a selection of
the first digital file in the first person view, causing a
slideshow to be displayed on the interface, the slide-
show including a plurality of images associated with i}
the first person. ;

If within any of the Application Viewsthe user selects a iil si
Digital File (0715), the Digital File is then displayed in a vie, ge:
Slideshow View (0716) where the user can again select an 60 gaan’ | t Ee an
Application Dot-Tag (0701) and start the continuous link of
Application Dot-Tag functionality over again. Also within person view

EX1001, 21:58-62 EX2025, 23

If within any of the Application Viewsthe user selects a
Digital File (0715), the Digital File is then displayed in a =e
Slideshow View (0716) where the user canagainselect an o—~|

4

 

Application Dot-Tag (0701) and start the continuous link of
Application Dot-Tag functionality over again. Also within

EX1001, 21:58-62
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EX1001 (020 Patent)

responsive to an inputthat is indicative of a selection of
the first digital file in the first person view, causing a
slideshow to be displayed on the interface, the slide-
show including a plurality of images associated with
the first person.

slideshow view

In FIG. 31, the Slideshow view ofa Digital File, Appli-
cation Dot-Tags, and commentsareillustrated (0750). When
viewing a Digital File or group of Digital Files within the
Slideshow Application View (0750), the selected Digital
File is displayed inthe center ofthe screen (0754). If the user

EX1001, 22:1-5

user wants to edit the comments, they select edit (0756). If
5 the user would like to see a moving slideshow ofall the

photos that are part of the group of Digital Files, they can
select on the play sign (0757) or simply click the specifi
thumbnail of a Digital File (0758) to be displayed. The user
can also have the slideshowin a full screen slideshow by

20 selecting the full screen icon (0759). If the user wants to

EX1001, 22:14-20

 
EX2025, 25
(EX1001, Fig 31)
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EX1089 — Dr. Surati; EX1001 (020 Patent)

FIG. 17

Close (X)

58. The ‘020 patent discloses:
{flor any of the views, the user can
click on the digital file to start a
slideshow feature that will allow

them to scroll through an enlarged
view ofthe digital file as illustrated in
FIG. 17.” Ex. 1001, 7:15-18, 21:57-

61, FIG. 17.

   
EX2025, 58; Reply (-00006), 3 . | |

EX1001 (-00006), Fig. 17; Reply (-00006), 3
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EX1005 — A3UM
Viewing and Working with Images

To work with your images, you select a project in the Library inspector and Aperture displays that
project’s images in the Browser. You use the Browser to review, organize, and select images. You can
display the Browser only or display the Browser and a Viewer that shows imagesin detail.

When youselect a thumbnail image in the Browser, the image appearsin the Viewer.

The Viewer displays the
selected image

lhl & ee 2 & @&
ive tei ee

Select images here.
A selected image appears
with a white outline.

The Browser can display your images as thumbnails arranged as a row inafilmstrip or as a grid of
thumbnails appearing in rows and columns. You can click an individual imageto select it, and a white
border appears around the image. To quickly move to andselect other images, press the arrow keys. EX1005,15;
You can drag imagesto rearrange them in the Browser, or drag them into different projects or albums.|Petition (-O0006), 31-33,
You can also display your imagesasa list offiles.

 
39, 55, 74, 85-86
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EX1005 — A3UM

Playing Slideshows Using Slideshow Presets
To play a slideshow using a slideshow preset, you select an item in the Library inspector or individual
images in the Browser and then chooseFile > Play Slideshow (or press Shift-S).

When thePlay Slideshow dialog appears, you can specify how you want images displayed by choosing
a slideshow preset.

Pay Sodeshow

Sideshow Prevet:| Desseive

Slideshow presets are groups of predefined settings for playing a slideshow. For example, you can
choose a slideshow preset to change the themeor apply transitions and timing to your onscreen
presentation.

 
EX1005, 828; Petition (-00006), 38-40; Reply (-00006), 29-30
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Ray Sdeshow

Ddeshew Preset) Drsseiwe

——— eres "i
@ =heneekre

or lees
Meta Tyee Womens — 07)
wage! (0 totesSome

A3UM,828
EX2025, { 59, citing EX1001, Fig. 31
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7020 Patent — Claim 1

A method comprising:
causing an interface to display a people view, the people view including:afirst

thumbnail imageassociated with a first person, a first name associated with thefirst
person, a second thumbnail image associated with a second person, and a second name
associated with the second person;

responsive to an inputthat is indicative of a selection associated with the first person,
causing a firstperson view to be displayed on the interface, thefirstperson view
including:

a first digital file associated with the first person,
the first name associated with the first person, and
a first map image;

responsive to an inputthat is indicative of a selection ofthefirst map imagein the
firstperson view, causing afirst location view to be displayed on the interface, the first
location view including:

an interactive geographic map,
a first indication positionedat a first location on the interactive geographic map,

and

a second indication positioned at a second location on the interactive geographic
map; and

 
EX1001 (-00006), 35:17-40 (emphases added); Petition (-00006), 28, 36
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7020 Patent — Claim 31
A method comprising:

causing an interface to display a people view,the people view including: a
first thumbnail image associated with a first person, a first name associated with the
first person, a second thumbnail image associated with a second person, and a second
nameassociated with the second person;

responsive to an inputthat is indicative of a selection associated with the first
person, causingafirstperson view to be displayed on the interface, thefirst person
view including:

a first digital file associated with the first person,
the first nameassociated with the first person, and
a first map image;

responsive to an inputthat is indicative ofa selection ofthefirst map imagein
thefirstperson view, causing afirst location view to be displayed on the interface, the
first location view including:

an interactive geographic map,
a first indication positionedat a first location on the interactive geographic

map, and
a second indication positioned at a second location on the interactive

geographic map;

 
EX1001 (-00006), 37:56-38:12 (emphases added); Petition (-O0006), 28, 36
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EX1005 — A3UM
  

  

 
 
  

People to whom you’ve assigned namesare represented by snapshotsin Faces view, which is accessed
by selecting Faces in the Library inspector or selecting an item in the Library inspector and then clicking
the Faces button in the toolbar. Selecting Faces in the Library inspector displays the faces of all the

people in imagesin the library who have been assigned names. Selecting an item in the Library inspector
and then clicking the Faces button in the toolbar displays the faces of all the people in the images in that
selected item.

Faces view

EX1005, 28-29; Petition (-O0006), 21, 25-26, 51-53, 84

EX1005, 419

EX1005, 419; Petition (-O0006), 27, 29, 33, 35, 51-53, 60
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Petition (-00006)
It would have been obviousto a skilled artisan by early 2010 to modify A3UMto display at

least one of the images containing the selected person’sfaceat its full-size when displaying the
Faces browser. EX1003, 9126-134. One of the basic components ofA3UM’s schemeis the
Viewer, which is used to “to examine an imageatits full size”(1.¢e., displaying a “first digitalfile’).
EX1005, 51. Image thumbnails are displayed via the Browser, whichlists a collection of images
that can be selected to display at “full size” in the Viewer:

ia Be 2

The Viewer displays the
selected image.

Select images here.

EX1005, 15, 51, 250; EX1003, 4127. The Browser and Viewerare used to view sets of images,
such as “images contained in a folder, project, or album.” EX1005, 47.

 
Petition (-00006), 31-32
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Petition (-00006)
It would have been obviousto a skilled artisan by early 2010 to modify A3UM’s

Faces browserto display confirmed images of a person using A3UM’s Viewer and

Browserinterfaces. EX1003, 9129. A skilled artisan would have recognizedthe parallel

operation ofA3UM’s Faces browser and Viewer/Browser, EX1005, 15, 51, 79-80, 419,

and the utility of Viewer’s functionality to the Faces browser. EX1003, 9129. A3UM’s

Viewer and Browseralready are used to view sets of “images contained in a folder,

project, or album,” EX1005, 47, 51, and it would have beena straightforward extension

of this existing functionality to display another set of images maintained by A3UM’s

system: images containing faces of a selected person. EX1003, 4129. A3UM’s Viewer

and Browser interfaces also both use a gallery design, where a row of itemsis displayed

above a larger viewerinterface displaying one item in greater detail. EX1003, 9129.

A skilled artisan would recognize the interchangeability of the Faces browser and

the Viewer/Browser interfaces. EX1003, 99130-131. A3UM discloses three viewsfor the

Browser: Filmstrip, Grid, and List View. EX1005, 214-220. The Browser’s Grid view is

analogous to A3UM’s Faces browser because both display a grid of thumbnail images:

 
Petition (-00006), 32-33
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imme Me Ss
Browser Split View Viewer Faces Places Loupe Full Screen

EX1005,65;

Petition (-00006), 20, 38:
Reply (-00006), 25-26,
33-34

e Places button: Click this button to switch to Places view for the item selected in the Library inspector.
Images with location information are represented by red pins on the map. For more information about
controls in Places view, see “Places View.”
 

© To view the location information for an image or group of images

1. Do one of the following:

e To view the imagelocations for images throughoutthe library: \n the Library inspector, select Places.

e To view the imagelocations for images in an item selected in the Library inspector: Select an item in
the Library inspector containing images that already have location information assigned to them, the
click the Places button in the toolbar.

Places button

: Faces Places = Full Screen

The Aperture main window switchesto Places view. Red location pins mark the locations where images

or groups of images were shot.

. In the Browser, select an image. EX1005. 435:
A location label appears above a pin in Places view, indicating the location where the image wasshot. Petition (-O0006), 23, 30-31,
The location label indicates the nameof the location and the numberof images that were captured 36-37, 49, 75, 88;
there. Reply (-00006), 23-24
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Petition (-00006)
A3UM’sinterface includes twoselectable

links with miniature map icons(“first map
image[s]’’), the Places link in the Library
inspector and the Places button in the toolbar, that
can be selected to display the Places view:

EX1005, 81, 435. Each of these icons represent
mapsand a skilled artisan would consider them to
be “map image/s].” A3UMalso explainsthat
these icons can be selected as part of the Places
link and Places button. EX1005, 81, 435;
EX1003, 9123.

Petition (-00006), 30-31

Library Metadzra = Adjamimorts
a- o.

¥ APERIURL 3 SAMPLE LIBRARY

 
A3UMdescribes a Places view

comprising an embedded Google Map
(“interactive geographic map’’) that is
displayed whena userclicks or taps
(“responsive to an inputthat is indicative of
a selection ofthefirst map imagein thefirst
person view’’) on either (1) the “Places”
item in the Library Inspector(“‘first map
image’) or (2) the Places button in the
toolbar (another“first map image’).
EX1003, 9138-140; EX1005, 81, 435.

Petition (-00006), 36-37

 
Places button

Mma "x
: Faces Places

EX1005, 81, 435.
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EX2021 — Apple HumanInterface Guidelines (HIG)

A toolbar can also contain icons that representrecognizableinterfaceelementsfromelsewhereinthesystem
(such as the Colors windowiconortheiDiskicon) when they makesensein the context of the application.
If you chooseto include an icon such as the Colors windowicon, be sure to preserve its meaning. Users
expect such icons to mean the samething in every context, so you should not repurpose them when you
use them in a toolbar. For example, the Numbers toolbar(the top imagein Figure 11-23) contains the Colors
window andFontswindowicons,which arestandardiconsusedthroughoutMacOSX.In Numbers,clicking
these toolbar icons displays the Colors window and the Fonts window,respectively, just as users expect.

Figure 11-23 Three waysto represent toolbar items

ano*

Custom icons and standard toolbar icons

EX2021, 152-153 Standard MacOSX icons

 
EX2021, 152-53; Reply, 34
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020 Patent — Claim 11; Petition (-00006)
11. The method of claim 1, wherein the first person view includesafirst group image, and

responsive to an input that is indicative of a selection ofthefirst group image, causing afirst group view
to be displayed ontheinterface, thefirst group view including one or more digital files associated with
anotherperson that is associated with thefirstperson.
 

EX1001 (-00006), 36:14-19 (emphases added); Petition (-O0006), 59-61

Users can “create a Smart Album andspecify a specific person or group of
people as searchcriteria,” such as “‘a Smart Album thatis set to collect photos of
your family members.” EX1005, 428. After creating an empty Smart Album and
giving it a name,the user uses “the Smart Album’s Smart Settings HUD”to
“choose Face from the Add Rule pop-up menu,”select “the Face checkbox,
choose ‘includes’ from the Face pop-up menu, then enter the nameof the person
you wantto include in the Smart Album in the text field to the right of the pop-up
menu.” EX1005, 428; EX1003, 9207. These elements are illustrated as follows on
the Smart Settings HUD [...] EX1005, 428. Users can repeatedly add “additional
person[s]” to the definition of the Smart Album. EX1005, 428. A3UM thus
discloses creating a Smart Album defined as includingat least two people.
EX1003, 9208.

Once a Smart Album has been created, a user can select the Smart Album from the

Library inspector (“responsive to an inputthatis indicative ofa selection ofthefirst group
image’) to display the associated images in the Browser and Viewer (“causing afirst group
view to be displayed onthe interface’). EX1005, 31, 506-507; EX1003, 9/209.

 
Petition (-O0006), 60-61 (displaying EX1005, 428)
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for the Smart Album.

EX1001, Fig. 8; Reply (-00006), 5-6 ¥ 0 Antarctica

ke) Selects Q
Ba]Secs"ow Selects Five star) BR—Smart Settings

» =) Samara HUD button

ie) Selects for Web Output

EX1005, 508; Petition (-00006), 41-42,
59-60, 88-91; Reply (-00006), 35-36
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"228 Patent — Claim 1; PO’s Sur-Reply (-00031)

1. Amethod comprising: ...

responsive to a secondinput that is subsequentto the first input, causing a people view to be
displayed on the interface, the people view including:

(i) a first person selectable thumbnail image including a representation of a face of a
first person, thefirstperson being associated with a third set ofdigitalfiles including digital
photographsandvideos;

(11) a first name associated with the first person, the first name being displayed adjacent
to the first person selectable thumbnail image;

(111) a second person selectable thumbnail image including a representation of a face of a
secondperson, the secondperson being associated with a fourth set ofdigitalfiles including
digitalphotographsand videos; and

(iv) a second nameassociated with the second person, the second name being displayed
adjacent to the secondperson selectable thumbnail image.

 
EX1001 (-00031), 35:32-36:11 (emphases added); Petition (-00031), 46-53

... Petitioner argues that “the claims do not require facial recognition.” Reply, 18. Patent Owneragrees.

PO Sur-Reply (-00031), 9
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EX1005 — A3UM; Petition (-00031)

A3UMexplainsthat users can add
or modify metadata related to digitalfiles.

Se a EX 1003, 4109; EX1005, 345 (keywords
aaPree Tew Ta “Conorny L “are descriptive words assigned to image
Geese](8)popupmens — versions and saved as metadata.”’), 421-

OT en: SaET econo 422 (users can add names to computer-
moter recognized faces); 443-446 (users can add

Add keywordshere. DOF intoCPS

location information by dropping photos
on a maporby typing location namesin
search box and assigning found locations

EX1005, 347 EX1005, 350 to digital files). A3UM explains that the
Places and Facesinterfaces use metadata

to select and display digital files. E.g.,
EX1005, 78-81, 344, 347-349, 435;

EX1003, 9109.

PTC Core
Large Caption

Covet. 
Petition (-00031), 21
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EX1005 — A3UM

© To assign namesto faces in your images

. In the Browser, select an image with people in it.

. Click the Name buttonin the toolbar.

Face labels appear below the faces of the people in the image in the Viewer.

. Click the face label below a person’s face and enter the person’s namein the textfield.

As you enter the person’s name, names that have already been assignedto faces, as well as names in
your Address Book, are suggestedin the face label.

Note: If you wantto limit the suggestions to faces you’ve already namedin the project, select the “Limit
suggestions to project” checkbox.

. When you aresatisfied with the person’s namein the face label, press Return.

The person’s name appearsin the face label.

 
» “a8 #0 @ a F* 4 *

. Enter a namein the face label for each personin the image, then click Done.

Aperture presents the imagesin the library that are suggested matches for the people you just named.
For more information about reviewing suggested imagesof a person, see “Viewing Images in Faces
View.”

If there are faces in an image that Aperture doesn’t detect, you canstill add face labels to the faces and
assign them names.

To add missing faces

. If necessary, click the Namebutton in the toolbar.

. In the Name Faces HUD,click the Add Missing Face button.

Add Missing Face button

Mame faces by typing in a Face tabet td Cryeneara

A positioning box appears with a face label belowit.

. Drag the positioning box over the face you want to name, andresize the box so thatit contains just the
face.

. Enter a name in the face label and press Return.
EX1005, 421-422: Petition (-00031), 21,

50, 54, 74-75; Reply (-00031), 19
. Repeat steps 2 through4 until all faces lacking face labels in the image have been named.
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EX1005 — A3UM; Petition (-00031)
Working with Inspectors   

  

 
Aperture provides a Library inspector for organizing your photos, audio clips, and video clips; an
Adjustments inspector for applying adjustments; and a Metadata inspector that allows you to review
metadata and assign it to your images. You can show or hide each inspector by clicking the appropriate
tab at the top of the Inspector pane or pressing the W key. Showing the inspectors is as easy as pressing
the | key.

These “set/s] ofdigitalfiles” include “digital photographs
and videos.” EX1003, 9174. A3UM discloses that its Library
inspector allows “organizing yourphotos, audio clips, and video
clips,” and then uses the term “images”to refer to these three
categories. EX1005, 21. Users ordinarily will have a library
containing both photos and videos, as A3UMitself illustrates in
its examples, with the thumbnails on the right representing videos
and the thumbnails on the left representing still images (without
the video clip icon): EX1005, 271.

Petition (-00031), 49 (emphasis added)

A skilled artisan also would understandfrom
A3UM’s disclosure thatits repeated references to
“Images” or “digital images”refers to both photos
and videos. EX1003, §9175-176; [citations in
original|
 

This icon indicates a

video clip.

EX1005, 271; Petition (-00031), 49-52

 
Petition (-00031), 49 (emphasis added)
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Petition (-00031); EX1005 — A3UM
A3UMalso describes a user associating a

video file with a person in the same mannerasis
donefor digitalphotographs. EX1003, §§177-178;
EX1005, 23, 421 ... In the figure below, A3UM
describes an operation applied to a videofile
containing a selected person. EX1003, 4179.
Notably, it shows the Filter HUD beingsetto
““show[s] video files” and DSC_0042is the only

EX1009,23;Petition (00051), 50-91 item selected. EX1005, 23 (showing,e.g., video file
n so as . badge overlay and “1 selected’). A3UM explains
i : es that DSC_0042is a videofile becauseit has a

- badge overlay of a motion picture camera icon,
EX1005, 23, which A3UM explains means“[t]he

ie thumbnail imagerepresents a video clip,” EX1005,
cere a sere 271 (“This icon indicates a video clip.”), 413.

Petition (-00031), 50-51
(emphasis added)

  
 
  :ehtczenit!ereite:eHigtttys

Roe wane

  — The Filter HUDis set

to show videofiles.  
 
  
 

Click the Filter HUD

button to open the
Filter HUD
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Petition (-00031)

To the extentA3UM does not expressly disclose that the “set|s| of digital files”

accessible throughits Faces view include “digital photographs and videos, ”it would have

been obviousto a skilled artisan by 2010 to modify A3UM to allow videos to be associated

with faces in the same way asphotos. EX1003, §§183-184. As shown above, A3UMalready

discloses extensive support for videos and displays them in-line with photos in the Browser,

EX1005, 157, 166, 185, 250, 413, 793, and allowsusers to interact with them as if they were

images(until the user presses play), EX1005, 51, 251, 271; EX1003, 9183. Allowing support

for videos in Faces view would involve at most detectingfaces in the representative image of

the video, such as the woman’sface shown above. EX1003, 4184; EX1005, 23. It was also

well known by 2010 to detect faces in videos, with known methodsincluding extracting

keyframesand thenidentifying faces. EX1003, 9184; e.g., EX1049, 9914-19, 51-53, Fig. 3;

EX1050, 1:6-15, 2:17-27, Fig. 1A. A user would have been motivated to detect faces in either

the videostill frame or the video itself and associate them with people in Faces view to expand

the set of media madeeasily accessible through Faces view, which would have been an

predictable arrangement of old techniques. EX1003, 9184; EX1005, 28-29.

 
Petition (-00031), 52-53 (emphases added)
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Q. By the way, have you ever - did you test the 
facial recognition features of the Aperture 3 product in 
· operation?

A.  I did not.
Q.  You have no personal experience with faces or 

facial recognition not functioning in the Aperture 3 
environment? 

A.  I personally don’t.
Q.  Did you run any tests?· Did you cause somebody 

else to run tests of the facial recognition properties of 
Aperture 3?

A.  I did not.
Q.  Were there any reports that you reviewed of 

control testing of the Aperture 3 product to measure its 
accuracy for facial recognition?

A.  So I didn't run any control tests, but I didn't 
feel a need to.



Petition (-00031)

Oeeeee ee A) .

A3UM A3UM-Belitz

EX1003, 9126; EX1005, 437 (annotated).

 
Petition (-00031), 27; Reply (-00031) 21-22
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Petition (-00031)

EX1035, 239, 243. For example, Picasa Web Albums(2009) and Panoramio

(2010) both described use ofuser-selectable small images on Google interactive

mapsto denote the locations of photos:

<} Picasa

My Photos My Favorites My Public Gallen

aL ‘=Gaya
 * a
ue \ gi |asi 4ida HayapnaitiSetie®) hy. le-estesrelic%aa i

Picasa (2009) “Panoramioio(2010)
 

EX1033, 2; EX1034, 1; see also §§IV.C-D.

Petition (-00031), 30
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Petition (-00031)

A skilled artisan would have recognized that Belitz’s thumbnail map markers are a

functional equivalent of, and could be usedas an alternative to thepins usedin the

A3UM interactive map. EX1003, 9123. For example, both A3UM andBelitz.

describe enabling a user to zoom in and out of regions on their respective interactive

maps. EX1005, 82, 437-438; EX1006, 9] 55-58, 62. Both also teach dynamically

grouping markers intofewer markers when the map is zoomed out to reduce visual

clutter on the map. EX1003, 9124; EX1005, 437-438 (“Depending on the zoom

setting in Places view, Aperture might use a single pin to represent a group of images

shot in close proximity.”); EX1006, 9954-58, 62 (describing techniques for selecting

and placing a new graphical object in a location to represent a set of overlapping

thumbnails when the map 1s zoomed out and techniques for selecting which of the

thumbnail imagesof the set is to be used for the new thumbnail using the concept of

 
stacking of the original thumbnails).

Petition (-00031), 25-26 (emphases added)
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A skilled artisan would have had a reasonable expectation of success in

making this modification. EX1003, 9130. For example, Belitz’s thumbnail-

plus-picture-count location marker would serve the samefunctional

purpose as the user-selectablepins in the A3UM interface—both identify

the quantity and location of photos to the user and enable retrieval of photos

at those locations. EX1003, 4130; see EX1006, 9954, 59-60, 62. Belitz also

teaches techniquesfor adjusting the numberofthumbnail images based on

the zoom level ofthe interactive map that are analogous to the AJUM

functionality. See EX1006, 4§[54-56.

 
Petition (-00031), 28-29 (emphases added)
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Belitz andA3UM handle zoominginteraction with the grouping ofmarkersin the same manner.

EX1003, 9207. Belitz explains that Figure 4a discloses a single graphical object 410, but when a user

zoomsin on the map,the graphical object 410 is instead split up into 4 graphical objects 410a, 410b,

410c, and 410d, each representing their own numberofgraphical objects. EX1006, $51, 55; EX1003,

4207. Should the user zoom out, the graphical objects are again combined. EX1006, 956; EX1003, 4207.

EX1006, Figs. 4a, 4b. Thus, zooming in or out will change the numberofphotographsrepresented by

the markerin the manner taughtby both A3UM andBelitz and would thus change the counts displayed

for the displayed marker(s) (“modifying thefirst indicationfeature’). EX1003, 9208; EX1005, 438-439;

EX1006, 9951, 55-56, Figs. 4a-4b. ns

aK?rs

5 %Ras

Petition (-00031), 61-62 (emphases added)
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Petition (-00031)

A skilled artisan would have been motivated to make this modification. EX1003,

4128. For example, Belitz expressly teaches that “1t would be useful to be able to

present a user with an overview ofassociated images to special locations which

enables to userto clearly see the associations,’ EX1006, 994, 15, and A3UMsuggests

the desirability ofdisplaying such information in its Places interface (e.g., showing

thumbnails in the Browserlinked to pins displayed in the map), EX1005, 81-83, 435. A

skilled artisan would also have considered Belitz’s thumbnail technique to be a known

andpredictable alternative to the A3UMpins,and that using thumbnails could appeal

to certain users, therebypotentially improving usabilityfor such users. EX1003, 9128.

For example, skilled artisans knew before 2010 that certain userspreferred interactive

maps that used thumbnails instead ofpins to identify the locations of photos. EX1003,

9129; e.g., EX1033, 4 (“Where Picasa has the edge over Flickr and SmugMug1s in

showing thumbnails of each image on the map, not just a dot or pushpin, which I like

better ....’”).

 
Petition (-00031), 28 (emphases added)
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Petition (-00031); EX1005 — A3UM

Thus, zooming in or out will change the number of photographs represented by the
marker in the manner taught by both A3UMand Belitz and would thus change the
counts displayed for the displayed marker(s) (“modifying thefirst indicationfeature’).
EX1003, 9208; EX1005, 438-439; EX1006, 9951, 55-56, Figs. 4a-4b.
 

Petition (-00031), 61-62

© Toview the precise location of images represented by the samelocationpin = |f your mouse has a scroll wheel, move the scroll wheel up to zoom in, or movethe scroll wheel down to
Do oneof the following: zoom out.

In Places view, click the location arrow on the location label. Mousescroll zoom box

f ~~ e
K

sell —— Click the location arrow t 4 i%
v to view j

rw the precise locations of images — Ses(4) represented by thispin. eee

Places view zoomsin to the location of the image group, marking the location of each image with a pin.
Some images may remain groupedtogetherin a single location pin if shot in close proximity. Click the
location arrow on the location label to zoom in further.

In Places view, use the Zoom slider and buttons to zoom in to the location of the image group. As you zoom in to the map, locations grouped together in a single pin begin to be marked by their own
pins.Zoomin

Command-drag a specific area of the map.[Canada + 2 States/Provinces +
The map zooms in to the area indicated by the selection rectangle.

As you zoom in to the map, you may need to reposition it.

As you zoomin to the map, locations grouped together in a single pin begin to be marked by their own
pins.

 
EX1005, 438-439; Petition (-00031), 60-62; Reply (-00031), 21
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Petition (-00031); EX1005 — A3UM

A3UMshowsthat selecting a pin on the interactive map causesthe display of a
thumbnail representation ofall the photos matching the location represented by the
pin in the Browser. EX1005, 436-437. 

Petition (-00031), 72

2. Select a red pin.

The selected pin turns orange, and the image or images associated with the location marked by the
orange pin are selected in the Browser.

. Location pin

Finan EX1005, 436-437; Petition (-00031), 18-19, 26,
‘elected location 33-34, 36, 40-42, 56-57, 68-69, 71-72
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Petition (-00031); EX1005 —A3UM
Selecting a thumbnail in the Browser then prompts the display of the original digital image
in the Viewer. EX1005, 251 (“When you select images in the Browser, the Viewer
immediately displays a detailed view of your selection.”’). This display in the Viewer will be
of the digital image (e.g., a full-size photo) represented by the thumbnail in the browser.
EX1005, 51 (“When you select one or more thumbnail imagesin the Browser, those images
are displayed in the Viewer. You can use the Viewer to examine an imageatits full size or
compare multiple imagesside by side.’’); EX1003, 9241.

 
Viewer
Whenyouselect one or more thumbnail images in the Browser, those imagesare displayed in the
Viewer. You can use the Viewer to examine an imageatits full size or compare multiple images side by
side.

To learn more about using the Viewer, see “Displaying Images in the Viewer.

EX1005, 51; Petition (-00031), 50, 52, 72:
Reply (-00031), 26
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Petition (-00031), 72 (emphases added)

An Overview of the Viewer
When you select images in the Browser, the Viewer immediately displays a detailed view of your
selection. You can display one imageat a time, three imagesat a time, or any selection of multiple
images.

 
EX1005, 251; Petition (-00031), 50, 52, 72:

Reply (-00031), 26
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Petition (-00031); EX1003 — Dr. Terveen
Selecting a thumbnail in the Browser then prompts the display of the original digital image
in the Viewer. EX1005, 251 (“When youselect images in the Browser, the Viewer
immediately displays a detailed view of your selection.”’). This display in the Viewer will be
of the digital image (e.g., a full-size photo) represented by the thumbnail in the browser.
EX1005, 51 (“When youselect one or more thumbnail imagesin the Browser, those images
are displayed in the Viewer. You can use the Viewer to examine an imageatits full size or
compare multiple imagesside by side.”); EX1003, 4241.

 
Petition (-00031), 72 (emphasis added)

241. ... Selecting a thumbnail in the Browser then prompts the display
of the original digital image in the Viewer, which replaces the Places map
view. EX1005, 251 (“When you select images in the Browser, the Viewer
immediately displays a detailed view of yourselection.”). This display in the
Viewerwill be of the digital image (e.g., a full-size photo) represented by
the thumbnail in the browser. EX1005, 51 ...
 

EX1003, 7241 (emphasis added);
Sur-Reply (-00031), 23
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EX1005 —A3UM

The following are the default buttons and controls on the right side of the toolbar.

iii —_ ma me 8 Ry
Browser Split View Viewer Faces Places LoupeFullScreen

Browser button: Click this button to show the Browseronly.

Split View button: Click this button to show the Browser and Viewerat the same time.

Viewer button:Click this button to show the Viewer only.

Faces button: Click this button to switch to Faces view, which displays snapshots of the people whose

names you have confirmed using the Faces feature, for the item selected in the Library inspector. You
can skim a snapshotto see other confirmed images of that person.

Places button: Click this button to switch to Places view for the item selected in the Library inspector.
Images with location information are represented by red pins on the map. For more information about
controls in Places view, see “Places View.”

 
EX1005, 65; Petition (-00031), 17-18, 34, 77; Reply (-00031), 27
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Patent Owner Response(-00031)

Modifying A3UMsothat the Places mapis replaced whenselecting

an image in the Browser would destroy the interplay between them. Ex.

2025, 9198. For instance, once a user selected an imagein the Browser,

they would no longerbe able to select a different pin on the map to

investigate imagesat that location. /d. Even if it included the inspector, a

Map Paneonly includes an indication for a single location. Ex. 1005, 459;

Ex. 2025, 9198. The user would not be able to see whetherthere are other

pins corresponds to other imagesat locations near the image selected in
the Browser. Jd.

 
POR (-00031), 69
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Petition (-00031); Patent Owner Response &
Sur-Reply (-00031)

A skilled person would not modify this latterfunctionality in the suggested
combination with Belitz—the thumbnails would replace thepin, but the ASUM

techniqueofselecting the thumbnail in the Browser to prompt display ofthefull

image would be retained. EX1003, 4242.
 

Petition (-00031), 72-73 (emphases added)

In fact, Petitioner argued that “[a] skilled person would not modify” A3UM’s
functionality in the Places view. Id., 72. 

POR(-00031), 67 (emphasis added)

In describing what “A3UM discloses”(i.e., not what was allegedly obvious), Dr.
Terveenstated that “/s/electing a thumbnail in the Browser then prompts the display
ofthe original digital image in the Viewer, which replaces the Places map view.”
EX1003, 9241. Dr. Terveen indicated thisfunctionality “would be maintained by the
suggested combination ofA3UM with Belitz.” [d., 9242. Likewise, the Petition stated
that a POSITA “would not modify this ... functionality in the suggested combination
with Belitz.” Petition, 72-73. Given Petitioner and Dr. Terveen’s explicit indications
thatA3UM would not be modified, Petitioner’s suggestion that it presented an
obviousness argumentin the Petition does not square with the facts. Reply, 26-27.

 
Sur-Reply (-00031), 23 (emphases added)
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°376 Patent — Claim 1

1. Acomputer-implemented method of displaying digital files, comprising:...

displaying a map view on a videodisplay device, the displaying the map

view including displaying:

(1) a representation of an interactive map,the representation of the

interactive map comprising a majority portion of a first screenshot of the 
video display device;

EX1001, 35:13-28; Petition (-00032), 38-40
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EX1005 - A3UM
Note: The Inspector pane is shownby default. You can show or hide the Inspector panebypressing I. The Aperture Main Window

The Aperture main window contains the following areas:

Inspector pane

Arranging the Interface
2% } Toolbar

tate

Aperture provides many waysto view your images. You can arrange the Aperture main windowin the
Browser, Split View, and Viewer layouts. The areas in the Aperture interface are resizable, and you

can customize these layouts to suit your workflow. You can also view images by the people in them -
using Faces view, and by the locations where they were captured using Places view. In addition, you 2 fad The fens
can view your imagesin Full Screen view, which displays images against a solid background with only
a few interface elements.

To see the main window layout shown above, click the Split View button in the toolbar. ee aa 5 | Browser

For more information about changing the main windowlayout, see “Changing Main Window Layouts.”

Ma pane

 
EX1005, 46; Petition (-00032), 18-19, 40; Reply (-00032), 19

Hiding and Showing the Toolbar
The toolbar is shown by default, but you can choose tohideit.

To hide the toolbar

Choose View > Hide Toolbar(or press Shift-T).

To show a toolbar that has been hidden

Choose View > Show Toolbar(or press Shift-T). EXx1 005 1 067:3 3

Tip: You can also quickly hide or show thetoolbarby clicking the Toolbar button (a gray, oblong button 4 _in the top-right corner of the Aperture main window). Petition ( 00032), 40
 

The following are the default buttons and controls on the right side of the toolbar.

aBaoeMmes
Browser Split View Viewer © Faces Places © Loupe Full Screen

e Places button: Click this button to switch to Places view for the item selected in the Library inspector. EX1005, 65;
Imageswith location information are represented by red pins on the map. For more information about
controls in Places view, see “Places View.” Petition (-00032), 18, 39-40
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Petition (-00032); EX1005 —A3UM

A3UMfurtherdiscloses that, as shown below,the Places map takes up a
“majority portion” of the application window (“afirst screenshotofthe video
display device’) ... EX1005, 30. A3UM discloses that one can increase the
size of the interactive map to take up a larger portion ofthe screen by, e.g.,
resizing the inspector or browser, or by hiding the toolbar. EX1005, 46, 1067;
EX1003, 9158.
 

Petition (-00032), 40

Places view

The location badge
indicates that location
information has been

assigned to the image.

 
EX1005, 30; Petition (-00032), 40, 48 selected location EX1005, 436-437;

Petition (-00032),19-20, 28, 39, 42, 44-50, 53-54, 58-59
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EX1 003 — Dr. Terveen EX1003, {| 158; Petition (-00032), 40
158. ...A3UMalsodiscloses that one can further increase the size of the interactive map to

take up a larger portion of the screen by, e.g., resizing the various areas such as resizing the inspector

or browser, or by hiding the toolbar. EX1005, 46, 1067. These options are configurable and a skilled

artisan would have understood A3UM to disclose the full scope of this configurability within the

normal use of the disclosed system, such as allowing the Places map to be displayed in a waythat

takes up an even greater majority of the screen. For example, a skilled artisan would also understand

that, depending on the size of a user’s monitor, the portion of the display necessary to display the

toolbar, browser, and inspector could be proportionally lower on a large monitor than a small

monitor, and A3UM suggests the use of“large displays.” EX1005, 831.

Location pin

Places view

The location badge
indicates that location
information has been

assigned to the image.

 
Images shot in the

EX1005, 30; Petition (-00032), 40, 48 selected location EX1005, 436-437;
Petition (-00032), 19-20, 28, 39, 42, 44-50, 53-54, 58-59
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Q.· · And A3UM explains that a user can show or hide the 
inspector pane by pressing the letter I, correct?

A.· · The inspector pain is shown by default, you can show or 
hide the inspector pane by pressing I.

Q.· · So that's telling the user they can adjust the 
proportions of the different sub views in the viewer -- I'm sorry, 
in the window of the Aperture interface based on what they want it 
to look like, is that fair?

A.· · Okay.

Q.· · So in the Aperture interface you can make the toolbar 
disappear by just hiding the toolbar with this shift T or menu 
command, right?

A.· · Okay.
Q.· · That's right?
A.· · That's what it says.



Q.· · Sure, if I take the 
Aperture main window as pictured 

on page 146 and I execute the 

commands to hide the toolbar and 

to hide the inspector pane, then 

the window will contain just the 

viewer and the browser, right?

A.· · It would appear to.· It 
doesn’t say it, but that would be 

the implication?

Q.· · My question was, what is the percentage of the window that the map 
area makes up when you have hidden the inspector pane and the toolbar pane and 

allocated to the toolbar area to the map area?

MR. SCHWARTZ:· Object to form and scope.
A.· · So as depicted here, the percentage area of the window that's taken 

up by the area map as you've assumed that it would take up, because I don't 

know that I would have taken up, is 63.36.



Q.· · Now we're on 5.· So for this one the question I have is, if you assume 
that the inspector and toolbar are hidden and the space that was previously 
occupied by the toolbar is allocated to the browser window, what would be the 
percentage of the window size that's taken up by the map area?

MR. SCHWARTZ:· Objection to form and scope.
A.· · Based on taking the measurements from the constructed diagram and tool 

measurement, based on the assumptions that you made about how hiding it would 
look, that number is 56.6 percent. 



Petition (-00032)
A3UMdiscloses selecting a pin on the interactive map to display a thumbnail

representation of all photos matching that location in the Browser. EX1005, 436-437.
Selecting a thumbnail in the Browser then prompts display ofthe original digital image in
the Viewer. EX1005, 251. This display will be the digital image(e.g., afull-sizephoto)
represented by the thumbnail in the Browser (“not including the interactive map”). EX1005,
51; EX1003, 9186. ... The images displayed in the Browser ... are displayed on the bottom
right of the A3UM application interface and the Map paneis displayed on the bottom left (so
are not “overlaid on the [first/second] map image’). EX1005, 30, 437, 458-459; EX1003,
4188. A3UM disclosesits interface comprising a “Metadata Inspector”:

 
Metadata inspector Inspector tabs Petition (-00032), 50-51 (emphasis added)

EX1005,21;

Petition (-00032), 51

 
we
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EX1003 — Dr. Terveen

186. A3UM disclosesthat selecting a pin on the Places interactive map causesthe display of a

thumbnail representation ofall the photos matching the location represented by the pin in the

Browser. EX1005, 436-437 (“The selected pin turns orange, and the imageor imagesassociated with

the location marked by the orange pin are selected in the Browser.”’) Selecting a thumbnail in the

Browserthenprompts the display ofthe original digital image in the Viewer, which replaces the

Places map view (“the [second/third] screenshot ofthe video display device not including the

interactive map’). EX1005, 251 (“When you select images in the Browser, the Viewer immediately

displays a detailed view of your selection.”). This display in the Viewerwill be of the digital image

(e.g., a full-size photo) represented by the thumbnail in the browser. EX1005, 51 [...].

 
An Overview of the Viewer . . ng:
When youselect images in the Browser, the Viewer immediately displays a detailed view of your EX1 003, 1 186 (emphasis added); Petition (-00032), 50-51
selection. You can display one imageat a time, three imagesat a time, or any selection of multiple
images.

EX1005, 251; Petition (-00032), 50; Reply (-00032), 21
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Patent Owner Response(-00032)

Modifying A3UMsothat the Places map is replaced by an image whenselecting a pin/marker would destroy the

interplay between selections in the Browserandselections on the Places map aboveit. Ex. 2025, 9167-69. For

instance, whena userselects a pin on the map,they would no longer be able to select a different pin on the map to

investigate imagesat that new location without needing to take additionalsteps. Jd., 4167.

Petitionerasserts that a POSITA would substantially redesign the A3UMPlaces view to replace the map

when selecting a pin “to improvethe user experience.” Petition, 55. The only “improvement”identified by

Petitioner is “reducing the number of steps between selecting a map location and seeing an imagewith that

location.” Jd.; Ex. 1003, 4197. To the contrary, Petitioner’s modification requires additional steps to investigate

locations on the Places map:if a user clicked a map pin, the map disappears, which not only removes information

but requires the user to take additional steps to navigate back to the map. Ex. 2025, 4170. Thus, Petitioner’s

proposed modification actually adds steps and clicks for a user to enjoy the benefits of the interplay between

images in the Browserand pins on the map./d. This is yet another reason why a POSITA would not modify A3UM

this way.

 
POR (-00032), 59-60 (emphasis added)
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EX1003 — Dr. Terveen; EX1005 — A3UM
182. A3UM as modified by Belitz would thus

use an interface that displays, in responseto clicking

or tapping on oneofBelitz’s thumbnails on the map

(“a click or tap ofthe [first/second] user selectable

thumbnail image’), a modified Places interface view

(comprising viewer, browser, inspector, and toolbar)

that is focused on the selected location (“displaying a

[first/second] location view on the video display

device”) suchthatit displays location names on the

tool tip location name, location namesin the image

file names, and within and above the Map Pane(“‘(i) a

[first/second] location name corresponding to the

[first/second/geotag’), as well as representations of

the digital images with that location displayed in the

browser(“(ii) a scaled replica ofeach ofthe digital

photographsor images or videosin the [first/second]

set ofdigitalfiles”). EX1005, 436-438.

EX1003, J 182; Petition (-O0032) (emphases added), 49;
Reply (-00032), 33
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Location pin

EX1005, 437;

Petition (-00032), 50:

mine Reply (-00032), 21-
selected location 22, 29

© To view the imagesassociated with a location
1. Do oneof the following:

e Inthe Library inspector, select Places.
e Select an item in the Library inspector containing images that already have location information

assigned to them, then click the Places button in the toolbar.
Places button

Mea “wa| Faces Places © Full Screen

The Aperture main window switches to Places view. Red location pins mark the locations where images

vee° images were shot. EXx1 005, 436;. Select a red pin. “4:

The selected pin turns orange, and the image or images associated with the location marked by the Petition (-00032), 47-50;
orangepin are selected in the Browser. Reply (-00032) 21,

108



EX1003 — Dr. Terveen; EX1005 — A3UM

189... . From the Places view,a user can select the “Map paneof the Metadata inspector” to display a Map Pane(“a

[first/second] map image’’) “with a red pin in the center of the map indicating where the image was shot’...

EX1003, ] 189; Petition (-00032), 52; Reply (-00032), 25

 
Metadata inspector Inspector tabs

  
 

EX1005,21, 459; Petition (-00032), 51-52; Reply (-00032), 22-23
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EX1003 — Dr. Terveen; EX1005 — A3UM
Viewing Location Information Using the Metadata Inspector 

 
  
 
  
 
  

You can view location information assigned to an image using the controls in the Map pane of the
Metadata inspector.

189. A3UM further discloses displaying location@ To view an image’s location information using the Map pane of the Metadata inspector

1. In the Browser, select an image whose location information you want to view.

information assigned to selected images. 2. In the Metadata inspector, click the Map Pane button.

The Map pane appears, with a red pin in the center of the map indicating where the image was shot.

EX1005, 58-60, 458-459.

EX1003, J 189; Petition (-00032), 52:
Reply (-00032), 25

Ubeary  Metadate = Adjustments

   
  
   

Caner EDS 19D eu
70.0-200.0 mam de

  

  
 
 

 

 
 

 50 400 S0rrn tev fia Vane  

Working with Location Information in the Metadata Inspector
In addition to working with location information in Places view and Projects view, you can also work with

re location information in the Map pane of the Metadata inspector. The Map paneof the Metadata inspector
Pel Sige, 7072 = 2069 16.3 My provides a convenient means of modifying an image’s location information without having to switch to

Les ce earns Places view. For more information about using the controls in the Map pane of the Metadata inspector,
see the following sections:

 

Bee:

e “Viewing Location Information Using the MetadataInspector”

e “Changing the MapViewin the Metadata Inspector”

“Assigning Location Information Using the Metadata Inspector”

tateless {cE arrapieds Wa ic Kasei “Modifying Location Information Using the Metadata Inspector”

 
 

 
 
 

ter mys “Removing Location Information Using the Metadata Inspector

EX1005, 458; Petition (-00032), 52-53:
Reply (-00032), 21-22, 25

 EX1005, 459; Petition (-00032), 52-53:
Reply (-00032), 21-22, 25Map Pane buttor
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"658 Patent — Claim 1

1. A computer-implemented method... the method comprising:

displaying an application view on a video display device including
displaying a plurality ofselectable elements, the plurality of selectable
elements including a location selectable element,

responsive to a click or tap of the location selectable element, displaying a
map view on a videodisplay device, the displaying the map view including
displaying:

(1) a representation of an interactive map;

(11) a first location selectable thumbnail imageata first location on
the interactive map,the first location being associated with the geographic
coordinatesof a first geotag, a first set of digital photographs and videos
includingall of the digital photographs and videosassociated with thefirst
geotag;

 
EX1001 (-00033), 35:13-34 (emphases added); Petition (-00033), 36-44
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"658 Patent — Claim 1; Patent Owner Response
& Sur-Reply (-00033); Petition (-00033)

1. A computer-implemented method ... the method comprising:

displaying an application view on a video display device including displaying a
plurality ofselectable elements, the plurality of selectable elements including a location
selectable element;

responsiveto a click or tap of the location selectable element, displaying a map view
on a video display device, the displaying the map viewincluding displaying:

EX1001 (-00033), 35:13-27 (emphases added); Petition (-00033), 36-40

Patent Owner Petitioner

application view that is distinct from “ordinary and customary meaning”
the map view,the first location view, Petition (00033), 12
and the second location view

POR(-00033), 15

application view that is distinct from a type of application view
the map view Reply (-00033), 2

PO Sur-Reply (-00033), 8
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Patent Owner Response(-00033); EX1001(-00033) — 658 Patent

FIG. 35, whichillustrates an “Uploads Application View,” is an example of an application
view including a plurality of selectable elements (e.g., the “Locations” selectable element) thatis
distinct from the other views described above. Ex. 1001, 3:61, 24:40-46; Ex. 2025, 9132; see also
Ex. 1001, 3:62 (describing “Recipe Application View”); Ex. 2025, 4133.
 

POR(-00033), 18-19

plurality of selectable Uploads Application View location selectable element first person selectable thumbnail
elements

  
 

first-person-location
selectable element

SinglePeopleProfile Application|View

 
Ex. 1001, FIG. 35 (annotated)

POR(-00033), 18-19

 
  

 
first person view
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EX1001 (-00033) — ’658 Patent

Application Views—-The Application Views utilizes the
Application’s ability to associate Digital Tags to Digital
Files and display them in customized views such as Uploads, 2
Collections, Slideshow, Location, Timeline, Family Tree,
People Profile, and Recipes.

EX1001 (-00033), 9:18-22: Reply (-00033), 1

 
Similarly, at EX1001, 3:58-62:
 

FIG. 32 is a screenshot of People Application Views.
FIG. 33 is a screenshot of Collection Application Views.
FIG. 34 is a screenshot of Location Application Views.
FIG. 35 is screenshot of Uploads Application View.
FIG. 36 is a screenshot of Recipe Application View. 

EX1001, 3:58-62

 
Reply, 1 (citing EX1001 (-00033), 3:58-62)
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EX1001 (-00033) — 658 Patent

Application (1600). This view can be seen by selecting
5 “Locations” (1605) from any of the Application Views

within the Application. The locations can be listed in various

If within any of the Application Views the user selects a 50
Digital File (0715), the Digital File is then displayed in a
Slideshow View (0716) where the user can again select an
Application Dot-Tag (0701) and start the continuous link of
Application Dot-Tag functionality over again. Also within

In FIG. 33, both of the Collection Application Views are 35
illustrated. The first Collection Application View is used to
display all the collections that were created within the user’s
Application (1500). This view can be seen by selecting
“Collections” (1501) from any of the Application Views
within the Application. The collections can be listed in 40

 
EX1001 (-00033), 24:4-6, 21:50-54, 23:35-40; Reply (-00033), 2
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EX1001 (-00033) — 658 Patent
5. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the plurality of selectable elements further

includes a people selectable element, the method further comprising responsive to a click or tap of the people
selectable element, displaying a people view,the displaying the people view including displaying:... (i) a first
person selectable thumbnail image.. .

7. The computer-implemented method of claim 5, further comprising responsiveto a click or tap of the
first person selectable thumbnail image, displaying afirstperson view,the displaying thefirstperson view
including displaying (i) the name associated with the first person and(ii) a scaled replica of each ofthe digital
photographs and videosin the third set of digital photographs.

EX1001 (-00033), 36:28-34, 36:56-62 (emphases added); Petition (-00033), 51-54, 61-62

 
8. The computer-implemented method of claim 7, wherein the displaying thefirst

person view further includes displaying afirst-person-location selectable element.

11. The computer-implemented method of claim 10, wherein the displaying the second
person view further includes displaying a second-person-location selectable element.

EX1001 (-00033), 36:63-65, 37:12-15 (emphases added); Petition (-00033), 62-65

Patent Owner Petitioner

 
first/second-person-location selectable element a location selectable elementin the
in the first/second person view thatis distinct [first/second] person view

from the location selectable element and the Reply (-00033), 4-6
second/first-person-location selectable element
in the second/first person view
 

POR(-00033), 11
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EX1005 — A3UM; Patent Owner Response(-00033)

ide Sin S =O a 8 8 eS

  
i !

location selectable element first person selectable thumbnailgtiblessars
?Sclteencun’!

 g3f+  

b Faces view 

 
 

people view

   
POR(-00033), 74 (citing EX1001, Fig. 32)

=

 
=

first-person-location
selectable element

SinglePeopleProfile ApplicationView _

 

Be) 

first person view

POR (-00033), 74 (citing EX1001, Fig. 32)EX1005, 9, 419; Petition (-00033), 62-63
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